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9. Abstract continuation:

rends in the intensity as well. Recent results from research versions of limited-region barocliruc
lodels appear to promise future improvements in all three aspecis, and cspcciaii in the
pecifications of the initial conditions.

Global forecast models now have horizontal resolution that allows repre1en!1)on ot the
ropical cyclone circulation, and these circulations may move from the tropics into the midlamtu'udc&
luring the 5-10 day predictions. Thus, many of these global models now include special techniqu•c
or improving the specifications of tropical cyclones. Although only tivi:-d verif.cation'. ha.c been
)erformed of the tropical cyclone track predictions, it appears that the error growth raites in lhec
lobal models have been reduced. Even though the global model track predictions are received later

)y the trouical cyclone forecast centers, thz .•a1'z; crior growth ratcs and abcil'.c o)ý uioma,,iuh
)oundaries that limit the forecast length suggest that the global models may contribute to morc
Lccurate track guidance and for longer intervals (perhaps to 120 h).

The physical mechanisms contributing to tropical cyclone motion in the baroclinic models arc
nuch more complex than the relatively simple dynamics of the barotropic models. A review% of sorme
ecent idealized baroclinic models to assist in understanding tropical cyclone motion is viven in the
ippendix. Even though the tropical cyclone has a baroclinic structure, the first-order motion is due t()
-dvection by the lower- to mid-tropospheric environmental flow (steering) plus advection of the
n,,vironmental potential vorticity gradient by the cyclone circulation. Diabatic and frictionzn

;ontributions to the motion appear to be smaller due to counter-balancing adjustments in the
circulation. Little observational evidence is found to support hypotheses of significant track
leflections due to vertical wind shear effects that were based on highly simplified models. The more
iophisticated baroclinic models suggest that the negative potential vorticity anomalies assocwated with
ropical cyclone outflow have relatively small effects on the motion.
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1. Introduction

a. Midlat'tude and tropical prediction with dynamical models

Great advances have been made in the prediction of midiatitude circulation system%

*th numerical models. Accurate short-term (6-12 h) predictions and improved

initialization procedures have led to the implementation of four-dimensional data

assimilation systems that utilize the analysis-forecast-analysis cycle to improve the

representation of the initial state of the atmosphere. The accuracy of the 72-h numerical

predictions of midlatitude circulations is now equivalent to that of the 36-h forecasts of a

decade ago. Improvements in accuracy have been achieved beyond 72 h as well. so that

useful medium-range forecasts are now possible.

By contrast, advances in accuracy of the prediction of tropical circulation systems

have been considerably slower. This is in part due to the inadequacy of the observing

systems in the tropics. In addition to the sparsity of observation sites, especially over the

tropical oceans, the horizontal gradients of meteorological properties such as temperature

and geopotential heights in the tropics are of the same order as the measurement

inaccuracies. Another important factor is the limited understanding of the basic dynamical

and physical mechanisms of tropical circulations. Whereas the strong guidance of quasi-

geostrophic theory has been exploited in improving midlatitude predictions, a similar

dynamical basis does not exist for the tropics. Indeed, the importance of latent heat release

in convective clouds makes the thermodynamics and dynamics of tropical circulations much

more complex. It also follows that moisture measurements are more important in the

tropics than in the midlatitudes, and yet the rawinsonde moisture observation may be

representative of only a small area around the station. Convective scale processes have

typically been parameterized in terms of large-scale circulations. However, it is unclear

whether the basic assumption of parameterizability is applicable for the smaller scale

tropical circulations.
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Better tropical predictions are required to improve weather forecasts in tropics, and

in the midlatitudes on time scales beyond 72 h. The most important weather phenomenon

in the tropics is the tropical cyclone. Many of the 80 named tropical cyclones each year

cause tremendous damage (estimates exceed US $20 billion for Hurricane Andrew during

1992) and loss of life. More accurate forecasts of the tracks of these cyclones can allw

more timely preparations and avoid some of the property damage and loss of life. On time

scales of 5-10 days, a tropical cyclone may form, move into the midlatitudes and transition

into a dangerous weather system. In addition, the energy inputs in tropical circulation.,

such as the intertropical Convergence Zone or monsoon systems have an impact on the

medium-range forecasts in midlatitudes. It is for these reasons that considerable interest

has been focused on improving tropical predictions, and especially the tropical cyclone.

b. Dynamical track predictions -- shortcomings and potential

Previous assessments of dynamical predictions of tropical cyclones (e.g., ElsberrN

1979, Elsberry 1987) had focused on limited area or regional models. As indicated above.

global models intended for predictions beyond 72 h must include the tropics. Present

global modeis have the horizontal resolution of regional models of a decade ago.

Consequently, these models now include representations of tropical cyclone circulations.

and it is essential that these representations be as accurate as possible.

The above assessments (and many other evaluations) have described the

shortcomings of dynamical models for tropical cyclone track prediction. Both the initial

direction and translation speed of the dynamical track predictions have typically been poor.

In addition to the model storm starting from the wrong location, an initial adIjustment

period typically occurred in which the storm milled around before proceeding along a

steady path. This early track behavior led to a "slow bias". Furthermore, many of the

dynamical models (e.g., Ueno 1991; Mathur 1991; Mathur and Shapiro 1992) exhibit a

northward track bias for west-moving tropical cyclones in low latitudes. Some of these

shortcomings are likely related to inadequate horizontal resolution in the dynamical
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models. Model resolutions of 50-100 km can only represent the outer circulation. The

details of the tropical cyclone structure will not be resolved until grid spacings of 5-10 km

are achieved. A false spinup in the storm circulation may also occur, arnd an

unrepresentative storm structure typically results in coarse-grid models.

Even given these shortcomings, the dynamical models have been the source of much

of the optimism for improving tropical cyclone predictions. Although the dynamical

models typically start poorly, the predicted tracks at 48 h to 72 h are among the most

skillful of the objective guidance techniques (Elsberry 1987). Indeed, as the specificationŽ.

of the initial conditions in the dynamical models have been improved, the forecast tracks

have become skillful relative to a standard technique such as CLIPER (climatology and

persistence) at earlier times. The dynamical models are also expected to be most useful

during the difficult forecast periods when adjacent synoptic systems are affecting the

tropical cyclone motion. For example, the interaction with the subtropical ridge cell and a

midlatitude trough during iotential recurvature situations is one of the most difficult track

forecast problems. Because this interaction is an inherently nonlinear process, an accurate

dynamical model is expected to offer the best guidance as to the likely path.

c. Recent advances in understanding tropical cyclone motion

As described by Elsberry and Abbey (1991), programs of the Office of Naval

Research and other agencies (especially the NOAA Hurricane Research Division (HRD),

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory and National Hurricane Center) have contributed

to new understandings of tropical cyclone motion. Coordination among four international

field experiments (Elsberry 1990) has led to the best data set every available to study

western North Pacific tropical cyclones (Elsberry et aL 1990; Harr et aL 1991). The NOAA

HRD also has gathered important new data sets in Atlantic hurricanes as part of their

annual data collection efforts (e.g., Lord and Franklin 1987; Franklin 1990).

Some of these advances in understanding tropical cyclone motion have already been

incorporated in the dynamical track predictiou models. Other aspects can form a basis for
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future improvements Especially in the case of the global models, the desire to improve

tropical cyclone track prediction may only be an auxiliary goal. Improvements in

horizontal resolution or physical processes representations may be motivated by other

considerations, but these can also lead to improved tropical cyclone track predictions. One

of the objectives of this report is to relate recent advances in understanding tropical

cyclone motion to improvements in operational dynamical track predictions and our

capability to model tropical cyclones. Consequently, some of these advancements in

understanding are summarized here (more details are available in Elsberry and Abbey

1991).

(i) Lower and middle tropospheric steering is the primary factor in tropical

cyclone motion. Although the first-order importance of the steering concept has been

known for some time, recent observational studies (see Elsberry and Abbey 1991; 1992)

have put this concept on a more solid basis. In particular, the most consistent

representation of the steering vector is a vertical average over the 850-300 mb layer.

However, recent studies by Velden and Leslie (1992) suggest that the vertical average

should be over a shallower layer for less intense storms. The most important implication

for dynamical track prediction is that the model forecast will only be as good as the analysis

and prediction of this lower tropospheric steering. Where observations are lacking. such as

over the tropical oceans, poor initial specifications of the steering will need to be corrected.

(ii) Propagation of the tropical cyclone can account for systematic departures

relative to steering. Regardless of the definition of the steering that may have been used,

the tropical cyc'.one has a propagation vector relative to the steering. The implication for

dynamical track prediction is that the inability of observe the small (1-3 m/s) propagation

vector wlU require an independent specification in the initial conditions.

(iii) Propagation in a purely barotropic framework is a function of beta and the

environmental wind field (linear shear and relative vorticity gradients), and of the outer

storm structur This dependency on the environmental wind field puts additional
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emphasis on the initial condition specification for dynamical models. Not only must the

steering vector in the region of the tropical cyclone be specified, the first and second

derivatives of the environmental flow must also be specified. An equally important

implication is that the outer wind structure in the tropical cyclone must be correctly

specified and predicted if the propagation vector is to be accurate. Thus, the synthetic

observations (bogus vortex) used to define the tropical cyclone location should also

represent the actual wind structure.

(iv) Propagation effects arise in a baroclinic model in association with

asymmetric heating anrd wind distributions and vertical shear effects. [Because several

baroclinic model studies have appeared since the publication of Elsberry and Abbey

(1991), a review of some idealized studies to reveal tropical cyclone motion mechanisms is

given in Appendix A.] Since the latent heat release is being represented on a square grid in

the dynamical model, an asymmetric component may be real or fictitious, and may be

highly time-dependent compared to the asymmetric circulations associated with the

barotropic processes in (iii) above. Model horizontal resolution is obviously an important

factor for correctly representing these asymmetries. In addition, the solutions may be quite

sensitive to the latent heat release parameterizations in the dynamical model.

(v) Mesoscale convective systems embedded within the tropical cyclone

circulation may cause track meanders of 100 km on time scales of a day. One potential

mechanism for these meanders is that the mesoscale convective system (MCS) represents

an asymmetric latent heat release as in (iv) above. However, the effect may be due to a

vortex-vortex interaction analogous to the Fujiwhara effect. This implies the horizontal

wind distributions in the tropical cyclone and the MCS must be accurately specified in the

initial conditions and predicted in the model as the cyclone and MCS interact.

d. Plan for the paper

Recent activities in tropical cyclone track prediction and research studies v'ith

dynamical models will be reviewed. The next section begins with the simpler barotropic
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models, which will be shown to have utility as operational models. In addition, these

models are natural test beds for research approaches that will later find application in

operational barotropic models, or in the baroclinic models. The following section will

describe the baroclinic models that have been (and continue to be) the primar, focus of

research. Both global and regional models will be compared. The final section vill

summarize the outlook for the future of tropical cyclone track prediction with dynamical

models.

2. Barotropic models

a. Characteristics and utility of operational models

Two recently developed barotropic models are selected for discussion. In terms of

the considerations discussed above, the justification for using a barotropic model for

tropical cyclone prediction would be to allow high horizontal resolution to better resolve

the storm structure and the interaction between the vortex and its environment. However,

that environment also evolves due to baroclinic processes, especially during recurvature in

association with a midlatitude trough. Thus, such a barotropic model is expected to be

useful for situations where the lower tropospheric flow in the tropics is more barotropic,

and for limited periods of time (before baroclinic processes significantly change the

environmental circulations affecting the tropical cyclone). The first (HRD) model

discussed below does indeed have better numerics and resolution, and the second (Bureau

of Meteorology Research Centre--BMRC) model is highly flexible and is intended for

interactive use.

(1) Operational track prediction. The HRD model (called VICBAR) utilizes a

nested grid (Table 1) with a higher resolution near the center and coarser grids at greater

distances (DeMaria et al. 1992). In the operational version, the inner grid resolution is 50

km. As this barotropic model has previously been used by Shapiro and Ooyama (1990)

with up to seven nested grids and an inner grid spacing of 10 km, the veracity of the cubic B

spline representation of the fields and of the nesting technique have been established.
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Table 1 Characteristics of selected barotropic models used for tropical cyclone track

prediction.

PREDICTION MODEL

Layer Grid X Y Time Horiz.
Dp Sizes Domain Domain I BC

VICBAR SWE 750 m 50 km 600 km 600 km 110s Global
1990 100 1800 1800 200 Speral

200 4800 4800 40W model
400 14,400 11,200 800

BMRC NDB --- 70 9990 5550 --- Regar
(Var) model

analysis

ANALYZED FIELDS

Layer Background Fitting Vortex Specification
Average Field Routine Symmetric Steering Asymmetric

VICBAR 850-200 12-h global Cubic B Profile fit Specified No
1990 forecast spline to Vm, rm initial

size motion

BMRC 850-300 Regional Barnes Profile Specified No
single analysis analysis initial
level 2 passes motion

Abbreviations:

VICBAR - Hurricane Research Division Model (De Maria et al. 1992)
BMRC - Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre (Holland et al. 1991)
SWE - Shallow water equations
NDB - Nondivergent, barotropic
BC - Boundary conditions
V. Maximum velocity
rm Radius of maximum winds
NA - Not applicable
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Various specifications of the lateral boundary conditions have been tested (DcMaria et at

1992), and time-dependent values are now specified from the current (or prior 12 h) global

model integration.

Operational track forecasting also requires an analysis scheme to specify initial

conditions. HRD has also used the cubic B spline approach for analyses on nested grids

(Lord and Franklin 1987; Franklin 1990). In this operational case, the analysis is of layer-

average (850-200 mb) winds and heights using the prior 12-h global forecast fields as the

background (Table 1). As indicated above, a crucial part of the analysis is the specification

of the fields near the storm where inadequate observations exist to specify the steering and

the storm structure. A symmetric vortex profile is fit to the maximum wind, eye size and

storm size values estimated by the National Hurricane Center (NHC) forecasters. In

particular, the wind profile decreases to 5 in/s at a radius that is 250 km beyond an

"influence radius" determined from surface analyses and satellite loops that is believed to

represent the radius of the area influenced by the storm circulation. DeMaria et a!. (1992)

state that the track of the vortex is sensitive to the outer structure (- 400-800 kin), but not

to the inner structure, as demonstrated previously by research models. An example of the

layer-mean analyses for a small hurricane (wind decreased to 5 m/s at 600 kin) is shown in

Fig. 1.

These synthetic observations to represent the symmetric vortex are superposed on a

constant wind vector field equal to the initial storm motion provided by the NHC. This

pre-processing technique of replacing the steering estimates within 600 km of the storm

center assures that the initial direction and speed in the model forecast will be equal to

persistence. However, the asymmetry created by adding the symmetric vortex to a uniform

flow is not the asymmetric circulation that research models have demonstrated to cause the

propagation of the tropical cyclone relative to the steering current (Elsberry and Abby

1991).

The VICBAR model is normally initiated whenever a named kt) exists in the
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Atlantic basin. Forecasts also are only verified for cases of tropical-storm tropical

cyclone (35 kt) exists in the Atlantic basin. Forecasts also are only verified for cases of

tropical-storm strength or greater. A general result is that the forecast errors are smaller

when the storm is of hurricane intensity. During 1989 (Fig. 2), the VICBAR track errors

had skill relative to CLIPER, and were generally equivalent in skill to the statistical-

dynamical aid called NHC83, which has generally been the best objective aid. In addition,

the VICBAR had smaller errors in 1989 than the baroclinic model called QLM (to be

discussed below). A particular advantage of the VICBAR is that it has skill relative to

CLIPER already at 12 h, when the QLM (during 1989) had large errors, which has been a

characteristic of dynamical models (see Section 1). The VICBAR skill at 12 h is due to the

pre-processing technique of using the initial storm motion as a steering vector. Notice also

that the VICBAR skill relative to CLIPER begins to decrease after 36 h, which is an

indication that baroclinic processes are beginning to become more important after 36 h.

During 1990 (Fig. 3), the VICBAR skill relative to CLIPER was slightly smaller

than during 1989. However, the skill was essentially the same as the statistical-dynamical

technique (now called NHC90). The performance of the QLM was substantially improved

during 1990 by the inclusion of a pre-processing technique (Mathur 1991, Mathur and

Shapiro 1992, to be discussed below). Consequently, the QLM had skill relative to

CLIPER by 24 h and continued to improve in skill until 72 h (Fig. 3b). In particular, the

QLM was more skillful than VICBAR at 48 h and 72 h.

These statistical comparisons during 1989 and 1990 indicate the year-to-year

variability in the performance of dynamical models. This is in part due to the real

differences in the character (e.g., more hurricanes during 1989 than 1990) and locations

(more low-latitude, westward-moving storms in 1989). However, both the VICBAR and

QLM were substantially modified prior to the 1990 season. Such facts make it difficult for

the forecasters to utilize dynamical model tracks as guidance.

(2) Interactive analysis-forecast system. Holland et al. (1991) have installed a

11
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barotropic modet tor track forecasting on a workstation at BMRC. The primary purpose

for choosing a barotropic model in this case is that the model can be integrated so quickly

that it is feasible to do multiple integrations (Fig. 4). Thus, the forecaster can use the

model interactively to test various scenarios that might apply in a particular situation, e.g.,

what if the storm was displaced or was represented with a different structure (Fig. 5). The

basic assumption is that it is advantageous to be able to integrate a degraded (barotropic)

model several times compared to a single integration of a more complex baroclinic model.

A justification for this assumption (at least to 36 h) is implied by the accuracy of the

VICBAR model in Figs. 2 and 3.

The characteristics of the BMRC barotropic forecast model and analysis approach

are summarized in Table 1. Only a single grid (typically 70 km) is used. If a finer

resolution is specified, the domain size would be correspondingly reduced. With a smaller

domain than VICBAR, it is expected that errors associated with boundary conditions will

degrade the solution more quickly, and the BMRC model is normally only run to 48 h. The

initial conditions for the BMRC model (Table 1) may be provided from a Barnes analysis,

which requires no global or regional analysis as a background, or a statistical interpolation

technique. Various forms of a bogus vortex are available for the forecaster to test. As in

the VICBAR, these symmetric vortices are superposed on an steering vector equal to the

initial storm motion vector in order to get the model storm moving in the correct direction

and speed. Holland et al. (1991) do not provide track statistics as in Figs. 2 and 3. Rather,

they illustrate the flexibility of such an interactive version of a barotropic model for track

prediction (Fig. 5). These cases indicate the sensitivity of the forecasts to the specifications

of the environmental flow and the storm structure, as would be expected from recent

research described above in Section 1. It remains to be demonstrated that a forecaster with

the BMRC barotropic model as a tool will be able to produce consistently better forecasts.

b. Research applications of barotropic models

As indicated above, barotropic models are useful to test in a research mode
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some concepts or approaches that will later be applied in an operational barotropic model

or in more complex baroclinic models. Several examples related to tropical cyclone motion

and trazk prediction will be given here. For purposes of background, recall that Fiorino

and Elsberry (1%9) demonstrated (with a nondivergent barotropic model and no

background flow) that larger propagation vectors for vortices with stronger outer winds

were due to more intense asymmetric circulations. Wavenumber one gyres with an

anticyclonic (cyclonic) gyre to the right (left) of the storm have a flow between them that is

nearly equal in direction and speed to the propagation vector. Various analytical theories

have been developed to describe the steady-state (e.g., Carr 1989) or time evolution (e.g.,

see review by Smith 1992) of the wavenumber one gyres. Observational documentation for

the existence of these gyres is somewhat indirect (Elsberry and Abbey 1991, 1992).

(1) Effect of symmetric vortex profile. The impact of the choice of the

symmetric wind profile for the bogus vortex has been demonstrated by Holland and Leslie

(1993) with a barotropic model. Four profiles (Fig. 6) used by the Fleet Numerical

Oceanography Center (Goerss et at. 1991), Japan Meteorological Agency (Ueno and

Ohnogi 1992), U. S. National Meteorological Center (Mathur 1991), the Australian Bureau

of Meteorology (Davidson and Puri 1992a) and DeMaria (1987) were tested in a 303 x 211

gridpoint model with 30 km resolution. All wind profiles were calculated to 1000 km from

the center and then linearly reduced to zero at 1500 km. Although the four profiles are

qualitatively similar in the core region, marked differences are found in the outer regions.

Based on Fiorino and Elsberry (1989), such differences in outer wind structure would be

expected to produce quite different asymmetric circulations (Fig. 7) and propagation

vectors. The Rankine vortex (Fig. 7a) developed a gyre structure that covered much of the

integration domain within 48 h, and it is twice the intensity of the gyre developed by the

weakest vortex (Holland) in Fig. 7d.

Ohnishi (1992a) has also illustrated the sensitivity of the beta drift to the imposed

vortex structure. He specifies the symmetric vortex in terms of empirical constants that
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determine the strength, size amd concentration of high winds near the center. Because the

phase speeds for the vorticity and the streamfunction centers differ, a stream flow through

the vorticity center will be created, which establishes a nonlinear advective effect on the

vortex center. Analytical expressions for this advective effect for different wind profiles

were checked against numerical integrations of a barotropic model. Whcreas a "tight

vortex" drifts to the north (as in many previous studies), Ohnishi (199 2a) illustrates that a

"broad vortex" may first drift to the south because the vorticity center is displaced westward

faster than the streamfunction center. Later, the centers become coincident and

meridional displacement ceases, and eventually the vortex drifts poleward.

These barotropic model integrations by Holland and Leslie (1993) and Ohnishi

(1992a) illustrate the sensitivity of the asymmetric circulation to the outer wind profile

specified in the bogus vortex for dynamical track prediction models. Such a profile should

thus reflect actual storm conditions, especially at outer radii. It also emphasizes again the

importance of the satellite cloud-drift wind estimates at low levels around the tropical

cyclone. That is, the outer wind profiles in Fig. 6 can not be simply inserted as a bogus

vortex in a environment with no real observations to "control" the specified values. The

Japan Meteorological Agency extracts detailed low-level cloud-drift winds (Fig. 8) from 15

minute visual imagery of their Geostationary Meteorological Satellite once a day (Ohnishi

1992b). Although these low-level wind estimates are only possible in quadrants not

obscured by thick cirrus overcast, the azimuthally-averaged wind profi,! with radius may

reflect the actual storm structure (Fig. 8). Notice ,hat the profile s!ope appears to change

at a radius of about 600 km, which may indicate that the tropical cyclone vortex should be

confined to about 600 km in this case. A long-standing problem has been to develop a

consistent and accurate procedure for separating the vortex from the environment in

nature (Elsberry and Bohner 1992).

(2) Inclusion of asymmetric circulation. As indicated in Section lb, a common

problem in dynamical predictions of tropical cyclone tracks is the slow bias and incorrect
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direction during the early period. Carr and Elsberry (1992) use a barotropic model to

demonstrate that a proper specification of the initial conditions that includes an

asymmetric circulation may greatly reduce this problem. Carr and Elsberry point out that

omission of the asymmetric circulation omits also the propagation effect that contributes to

the motion, at least until the model develops the appropriate gyres. As shown in Fig. 9, the

model with only a symmetric vortex is displaced northwestward about 150 km less during 0-

48 h than occurs during the nearly steady-state translation period from 36 - 48 h. However,

inclusion of the appropriate wavenumber one gyres for the initial symmetric vortex

immediately produces an essentially steady propagation, which reduces the along-track

error to less than 60 km.

Mathur (199i) and Mathur and Shapiro (1992) have designed an ad hoc asymmetric

circulation in part inspired by the barotropic model of Fiorino and Elsberry (1989) to

address the problem of northward bias in the tracks of westward-moving tropical cyclones

in low latitudes. The frequent occurrence of such cyclones during 1989 contributed to the

large QLM errors in the early forecasts in Fig. 2b. Mathur and Shapiro (1992) created a

dipole circulation with westward flow between the centers that would be superposed on the

symmetric vortex and thus direct the model storm on a more westward path (Fig. 10).

Whereas the initial analysis of Hurricane Gilbert had a nearly symmetric flow (Fig. 10b),

superposition of the dipole resulted in stronger (weaker) winds to the north (south). With

the dipole, the initial motion was more westward and agreed more closely with the

observed track than did the case without the dipole. Mathur (1991) generalized the dipole

pattern to orient the direction of flow between the gyres in any desired direction. Because

they then specify this direction and speed to be the observed storm vector, they are

combining the problems of specifying the initial environmental flow (steering) and the

inclusion of propagation into a single step. Nevertheless, implementation of the dipole

circulation during 1990 contributed to an improved performance of the QLM (Fig. 3b).

Anothcr example of barotropic model research results applying to baroclinic models
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has been provided by Ross and Kurihara (1992). They describe a simplified scheme to

specify the asymmetric circulation due to the beta effect, which is a key component in their

initialization procedure for high resolution baroclinic model predictions of tropical cyclone

tracks and intensity (Kurihara et aL 1992). Ross and Kurihara express the vorticity and

wind fields in terms of azimuthal wavenumbers and then test truncations of wavenumbers

1, 2 and 3 in comparison to the complete numerical solutioni. Recall that it is wavenumber

one that is associated with the propagation effect. Wavenumbers 0 (symmetric vortex), 2

and 3 do not have a direct effect (because they have no net flow component across the

vortex center), but they may have an indirect effect via the beta effect in changing

wavenumber 1. Ross and Kurihara show that the influence of wavenumber 3 is negligibly

small. Thus, they conclude that a model truncated at wavenumber 2 is adequate for

generating the asymmetric circulation associated with the beta effect.

Another important theoretical result of Ross and Kurihara was that time

dependence of the symmetric vortex must be allowed to achieve the proper propagation.

The reason is that the same processes that generate the gyres also modify the vortex profile

by decreasing the cyclonic flow at larger radii. As Fiorino and Elsberry (1989) show, even

small changes in the outer wind structure can affect the propagation vector. Previous

theoretical solutions by Smith and Ulrich (1990), Smith (1991) and Peng and Williams

(1990) have assumed that the symmetric vortex is constant.

Ross and Kurihara also show that their simplified model is accurate for a variety of

vortex sizes, whereas the Smith and Ulrich (1990) theory does not yield a good estimate of

the track of a small vortex (Fig. 11). The simplified model including wavenumber two and

the time-dependent symmetric vortex (labelled K012) is closer to the control position

(labelled SU numerical) than is the simplified model including only wavenumber one

(labelled KI) or the Smith and Ulrich analytical model (labelled SU analytic). It will be

shown below that inclusion of this simplified (barotropic) solution for the asymmetric

circulation at all levels in the Kurihara et al. (1992) baroclinic model improves the initial
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track of the tropical cyclone.

(3) Adaptive grids for tropical 0yclone modelling. Nested grid models have been

used for 20 years to improve the resolution near the central region of the tropical cyclone.

Recent applications include the HRD model (Shapiro and Ooyama 1990; Shapiro 1992;

DeMaria et aL 1992) and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model

(Kurihara et aL 1992; Bender et alL 1992). However, such nested models have not been

used with multiple storms, which would require separate nests for each storm. The merger

of two storms would probably involve a pretty complex interaction between the two nests.

Holland and Dietachmayer (1992) have used an adaptive grid barotropic model to

simulate the interaction of two and three tropical vortices. The grid adaptation is to

improve the accuracy of the numerical solutions of the shallow water equations by the

technique of grid-stretching. An appropriate spatial distribution of gridpoints is

determined automatically and is time dependent. Although the grid is non-uniform and

non-orthogonal in physical space, the gridpoints are regular and stationary in

computational space. Holland and Dietachmayer define a weighting function that is a

linear combination of the geopotential perturbation magnitude and the wind speed

squared, which ensures enhanced grid resolution in the vortex core and in surroundi"Q,

regions of strong winds. A splitting technique is used to separate the slow (advective) and

fast (inertia-gravity) modes in the solutions. Other details can be found in Dietachmayer

(1992) and Dietachmayer and Droegemeir (1992).

An example of the adaptive grid simulation of the merger of two large, intense

vortices placed 550 km apart is shown in Fig. 12. The combination of the two vortices

drifted westward and poleward in response to the beta effect as the vortices approached

and merged. After only 12 h (Fig. 12a), a rotation through about 1200 has occurred, and

spiral bands of higher vorticity trail behind each vortex. The rotation accelerated by 18 h

(Fig. 12b) and the cores were approaching. Most of the merger process occurred in the 3-h

petiod fiumn 21-.24 h (Fig. 12c) and involved substantial distortion of the original vortices.
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Fig. 12 Evolution each 6 h from 12 h through 30 h of the relative vorticity fields of the
Holland and Dietachmayer (1992) adaptive grid model with two Southern Hemisphere
cyclonic vortices separated by 5' longitude at the initial time. The white dots indicate the
cores of the original vortices.
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The importance of the adaptive grid in resolving this stage is evident. Substantial amounts

of fluid with cyclonic vorticity were lost to filamentation in the spiralling wake. The

remnants of the two original vortex cores were retained and continued to orbit the core of

the new composite vortex at 30 h (Fig. 12d).

Liu and Zeng (1992) have applied an adaptive mesh model to some tropical cyclone

track predictions. They use a variational that includes factors to force smoothness in the

grid-stretching, near-orthogonality in the mapping, and a weighted volume of the grids.

The weighting function varies exponentially with the radial distances from the center in the

physical space so that the density of grid points is concentrated and resolution is improved.

Their transformation of wind and geopotential variables in the shallow water equations is

designed to conserve total energy and mass for periodic or fixed boundary conditions. No

control predictions are given for comparison with their tropical cyclone track predictions.

Thus, it is difficult to evaluate the additional benefits that the adaptive grid approach may

have provided in terms of accuracy or efficiency.

(4) New data assimilation techniques. Leslie and Holland (1992) have reviewed

trends in data assimilation that are relevant for tropical cyclone prediction. They define

data assimilation as the process by which an initial state (t = 0) for the forecast model is

produced by incorporating data over the time period - T < t < 0, where T may be 6, 12 or

24 h (Fig. 13). The present data assimilation schemes are either intermittent or

continuous. An example of the intermittent scheme is the typical 6-h cycling procedure

that begins with an analysis, a 6-h model forecast is then used to define the background

(first-guess) conditions for the next analysis, etc. Notice that observations at times other

than the 6-h analysis time must be translated in time to the analysis time. In the continuous

data assimilation techniques, the model solution beginning at t=-T is compared to the

observations (or target analyses at discrete intervals), and additional forcing terms are

added to the governing equations to "nudge" the model solution toward these observations

or target analyses. For example, this nudging technique is incorporated in the tropical
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model at the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Puri et aL. 1992; Davidson and Puri

1992b). The assimilation cycle is 12 h and uses target analyses at -12 h, - 6 h and 0 h. The

objective is to combine the recent past analyses into the initial conditions at t = 0 and yet

have these conditions be consistent with the model physics. Thus, no initialization step is

involved that removes divergence, or reduces the vertical motion and delays the onset of

convection and latent heat release in the model (so-called precipitation spin-up problem).

However, the model fields are likely to be noisy and not completely adjusted to new

observations at t = 0 because the nudging process takes time to reduce the differences

between the observations and the model values.

Recent research in data assimilation techniques has utilized a variational approach

that minimizes errors by the method of least squares (Leslie and Holland 1992). In

addition to minimizing errors in the observations or analyzed fields, the potential model

errors or boundary errors can be included (Bennett et aL 1992). One of the first

applications of the variational method for tropical cyclone track forecasts was by Jones and

DeMaria (1991, 1993) and DeMaria and Jones (1993). Because the previous analyses at -6

h and -12 h also included properly positioned hurricanes, the assimilation method may be

considered to be an optimal method for including the persistence of past motion into the

dynamical model initial fields at time t = 0. Each of their analyses of Hurricane Hugo

utilized the HRD procedure of superposing a bogus vortex within 600 (or 800) km of the

storm on a constant vector that represents the initial motion of the storm. Another

similarity with DeMaria et al. (1992) above is that the same four nested grids with an inner

grid of 50 km resolution was used in the balanced equivalent barotropic model.

Jones and DeMaria (1991) first applied a strong dynamical constraint (assuming

that the model is a perfect representation of the atmospheric dynamics) and minimized a

"cost function"

N I J

CF= F, wF' E : - P-()
n .- i .0 1J . ij tj
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where P" is the observed (from the analyses) potential vorticity and "' are arbitrary
weights. The summations are over the ij gridpoints and the n observation times. The least

squares problem is solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers in which the constraint

equations multiplied by a Lagrange multiplier are added to the cost function (1). A cycle

of one integration of the model forward and one backward integration over the data

assimilation is required. The backward integration in this "adjoint procedure" is required

to determine the values of the Lagrange multipliers. That is, knowing the misfit of the pn

at the initial time, the backward integration of the model to the earliest analysis time allows

a comparison of the model solution with the conditions at that time. The weighting factors

in the cost function (1) then can be calculated to put more or less weight on the analyzed

values at each point as necessary to bring the forward integration closer to the analyzed

values at time t = 0. This adjoint cycle must be repeated until the cost function (1) is

sufficiently converged, i.e., additional cycies would not change significantly the solution.

However, if many of these cycles of forward-backward integrations over the assimilation

period are used, much more computer time will be required to obtain the initial conditions

than to integrate the model from time t = 0 to 72 h for the track forecast. For example,

Jones and DeMaria compared solutions after 8 cycles mid after 32 cycles.

The measure o" goodness for the data assimilation is the improvement over simply

starting the model from the initial conditions at t = 0. For a sample of 17 forecasts of

Hurricane Hugo, Jones and DeMaria (1991) found the assimilation (non assimilation)

errors at 0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72 h were 8 (9), 22 (38), 46 (61), 65 (84), 94 (110), 132

(138) and 175 (163). Thus, the percentage improvements were largest at 12 h and

diminished at later times. The improvement at early times is reasonable as the data

assimilation procedure is blending previous storm positions into the model initial

conditions at t = 0, and thus introduces a persistence of past motion into the dynamical

model solution.

Bennett et aL (1992) use a nested, non-divergent barotropic model to test a more
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generalized inverse procedure that also allows for potential model inaccuracies in

predicting the atmosphere, and potential inaccuracies in the specifications of the boundary

values. Including potential model errors is called a weak dynamical cunstraint in contrast

to the strong dynamical constraint of Jones and DeMaria (1991). Adding these additional

effects increases the complexity of the solution of the inverse problem. Bennett et at

provide the details of the solution method for the Euler-Lagrange equations for a least-

squares penalty functional. They tested the inverse method for only 10 cases during the

TCM-90 program. Predictions of the tracks to 48 h were compared with the operational

Bureau of Meteorology operational barotropic model that has no assimilation procedure

and with a simple nudging assimilation approach over the prior 24 h. The Bennett et aL

inverse method reduced the 24-h track errors about 14% and 10% relative to the

operational and nudging approaches respectively, and the 48-h errors by 10% and 7%

respectively (Fig. 14a). Comparison of these errors with CLIPER (Fig. 14b) indicates the

inverse method had skill with improvements of 26% and 29% at 24 h and 48 h respectively.

In their post-analysis of the inverse technique, they found that improvements due to

inclusion of potential model errors or boundary condition errors were negligible. That is, it

would have been sufficient for this small sample of cases to impose these conditions as a

strong constraint. This may not be a general conclusion because the environmental flow

conditions around the tropical cyclones in this sample did not vary strongly, and these

changes were well resolved by the limited observations. In more variable environmental

conditions, or with less complete and accurate data sets than were available during TCM-

90, it might be advantageous to apply the model as a weak constraint.

Jones and DeMaria (1993) tested the strong constraint, weak constraint and an

alternating between strong and weak constraints during the assimilation cycle. The best

track forecasts were achieved with the alternating strong-weak cycle. It was also beneficial

to use 06 UTC or 18 UTC fields that are simply interpolations of the 00 UJTC and 12 UTC

synoptic fields except with insertion of the new storm, location, structure and initial motion
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vector. Although these tests need to be repeated with larger samples, this data assimilation

research with barotropic models indicates the potential for better use of the available

observations to define the initial conditions for dynamical track predictions. In addition,

these methods incorporate persistence of past motion information into the dynamical

models, and thus start the model storm in about the correct direction and speed at the

initial time. Thus, these methods have promise for reducing one of the dynamical model

shortcomings described in Section lb.

3. Limited region baroclinic models

Elsberry (1987) discussed four limited region baroclinic models being used for

operational tropical cyclone track prediction during the early 1980s. Except for the One-

way influence Tropical Cyclone Model (OTCM) of the U. S. Navy, each of the other three

models has been replaced by more recent models (Table 2). The models selected for

discussion here are operational models for which some track error statistics are available,

and two sophisticated research baroclinic models that have been tested with real data.

Development and testing of baroclinic models are underway in several other

countries, but only limited samples of predictions are available. Some comprehensive

reviews for the former USSR are given by Sitnikov (1991) and for the People's Republic of

China by Y.-T. Zhu (1992). Experience in Japan, U.S., Australia, etc. suggests that these

baroclinic models are so complex that a considerable period of development and testing

will be required before stable results may be expected. Thus, the discussion will be limited

to the relatively mature models in Table 2, which are indicative of the status of regional

baroclinic models during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Since these models (and those in

other countries) are being modified frequently, the reader is advised to continually monitor

these modifications.

a. Characteristics of operational models

One of the interesting charig'!s since the mid-1980s has been the expanded

objectives for these limited-region baroclinic models. The single objective of each of the
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Table 2a Characteristics of selected operational and semi-operational limited-region baroclinic
models for tropical cyclone track prediction. Part 1. Numerical characteristics.

Vertical Horiz. Domain Domain Time Horizontai
Srid X Y Integration

OPERATIONAL

Typhoon 8 50 km 5400 km 5400 km Semi One-way
Tatsumi implicit hemispheric
(1986) 12 hi fcst

QLM 8 40 km 4400 km 4400 km Quasi- One-way
Mathur Lagrangian global
(1991) 0 h fcst

BMRC 8 100 km 45" 450 Semi- One-way
Davidson & long. lat. implicit global
Puri 0 h fcst
(1992a, b)

Taiwan 9 70 km 8500 km 6000 km Split One-way
Peng et aL explicit global
(1993a, b) 12 h fcst

SEMI-OPERATIONAL

MRI 10 5/12" 30W long. 250 lat. Centered
Yamasaki 1.25 90fE-180 150S-6tY N space-
(1992) 3.750 giobal 3W S-NP time

GFDL 17 1/6' 5T 5T One-way
Kurihara 1/30 110 110 global
et al. 1 750 750 9
(1993a)
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four models in Elsberry (1987), except for the Movable Fine-mesh Model (MFM) of the U.

S. NMC, was to predict the tropical cyclone positions. The MFM was a more sophisticated

model that was also capable of precipitation forecasts. The new models now generally

include tropical cyclone-related precipitation prediction as a secondary objective. In

addition, the model developers are somewhat optimistic that trends in the intensity of

tropical cyclone may also be predicted with these higher resolution baroclinic models, even

though the resolution is still not adequate to represent the details of the inner core wind

distribution.

Various characteristics of these models are summarized in the three-part Table 2.

Numerical characteristics are first discussed (Table 2a), and then the physical processes

included in the baroclinic models will be summarized briefly (Table 2b). Both of these

aspects must be understood to assess the capability of these baroclinic models to better

predict the tropical cyclone and its environment. Given the limited computer resources of

operational numerical weather prediction centers, multi-level and full physics baroclinic

models may be expected to have larger grid sizes and smaller domains than the operational

barotropic models discussed in Section 2a(1). Two important advantages to be expected

(Section Ib) from the baroclinic models relative to the barotropic model are: (i) better

predictions of the steering flow, especially after 36 h when baroclinic effects become more

evident; and (ii) vertical shear effects in the tropical cyclone structure and in the

environment will now be represented. However, the real key to the success of these recent

baroclinic models is the specification of the initial conditions to represent the location,

structure and initial motion of the tropical cyclones, which are summarized in Table 2c. As

indicated in the list of shortcomings in Section Ib, improvements in the baroclinic model

predictions required a better specification of the initial conditions.

(I) Numerical characteristics. Comparison of the operational models in Table

2a indicates considerable similarities. In contrast to the OTCM (summarized in Elsberry

1987), which has only three layers with no boundary layer, each of the four operational
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models has at least eight layers. In general, one or more of these layers will be used to

represent the boundary layer through which the tropical cyclone receives energy from the

ocean. In addition, a layer in the lower stratosphere is generally also now included as an

upper boundary condition.

A tradeoff must be made by the dynamical model designer between the horizontal

grid resolution and the horizontal domain to be covered. Each reduction in the grid size by

a factor of two in a finite difference model requires an increase of a factor of eight in

computer speed, because the time step must also be reduced by a factor of two. The

alternative of reducing the domain size below 4000 km square is not viable because the

tropical cyclone may move great distances during the 72 h forecast, especially following

recurvature. Peng et aL. (1993a) give an example in which the difference between a poor

track forecast and a good forecast was the distance between the tropical cyclone and the

western edge of the domain. This again illustrates one of the well-known disadvantages of

limited-area models, which is the presence of the artificial boundaries that degrade the

solutions due to inaccurate boundary conditions. It is clearly an advantage if these domain

boundaries can be far removed from the center of the domain where the tropical cyclone is

found. An additional consideration for the western North Pacific region is that multiple

tropical cyclones are a frequent occurrence (Iwasaki et aL 1987). Thus, the domain must be

quite large if all cases are to be predicted simultaneously, which is particularly necessary if

the cyclones are close enough to interact. However, the number of gridpoints increases

rapidly as the domain size is increased. Thus, it may be necessary to accept a coarser

horizontal resolution than is really desirable for tropical cyclone prediction.

The time integration method must be both accurate and efficient. In the split

explicit approach, a shorter time step is used for the terms in the primitive equations that

allow rapidly moving gravity waves, and a longer time step is used for advective terms.

Iwasaki et aL (1987) found they could not fully exploit this efficiency for tropical cyclone

conditions because the interaction between the moist processes and gravity waves is not
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well represented if the theoretical limit of the advective time step is attempted. The quasi-

Lagrangian approach in the QLM has the advantage of more accuracy than the traditional

centered spatial finite differences. The BMRC model utilizes a semi-implicit time

integration.

As indicated above, the disadvantage of the limited area model is the requirement

to provide accurate values at the horizontal boundaries. Numerous limited-area model

tests have demonstrated that the accuracy of the longer-term solutions is directly related to

the accuracy of the boundary values. In research applications, these boundary values are

often provided from the actual analyses at the appropriate times (perfect-prog approach).

This approach is not possible with an operational model. In each case in Table 2a, these

boundary values are provided from a larger scale model.

The dilemma here for the numerical model designer is between accuracy and

timeliness. The most accurate values are provided if the larger scale model is integrated

first, and the required values on the limited-area domain boundaries are stored. However,

the global models typically do not run until six or more hours past synoptic time. Thus, the

limited-region model could not be run until perhaps 8 h after synoptic time, and the

dynamical track prediction could not be used by the tropical cyclone forecaster until 12 h

after valid time. The alternative is to use boundary values derived from the previous 12 h

forecast of the global model, which will already be available as soon as the new synoptic

time observations are received for use in the limited-area model. Although the tropical

cyclone track forecast is available 6 h earlier, many tests have demonstrated that the

accuracy is reduced by use of the 12-h old boundary values. Normally, this improvement in

timeliness is a more important consideration than the reduction of accuracy.

(2) Representation of physical processes. The most important physical process

in the tropical cyclone is the release of latent heat in convective and large-scale clouds.

Each of the operational models in Table 2b uses some modification of the Kuo (1975)
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Table 2b. As in Table 2a. Part 2. Representation of physical processes.

Cumulus Surface fluxes Radiation Friction
Convection L Surfance Internal

OPERATIONAL

Typhoon Kuo- Bulk None None Bulk 4th order
Iwasaki modified CO (V) C (V) horizontal
et aL in subcloud diffusion
(1987) layer

QLM Kuo Co (I) None None Bulk 2nd order

Mathur Co (V) horizontal
(1991) divergence

damping

BMRC Kuo Bulk Bulk Diurnally Bulk ?
Davidson varying
and Puri
(1992a, b)

Taiwan Kuo Bulk Bulk Longwave Stability ?
Peng et aI. plus Shortwave dependent
(1993a, b) artificial

heating

SEMI-OPERATIONAL

MRI Predicted ? ? ? ?
Yamasaki cloud water,
(1992) rainwater

GFDL Convective Roughness Roughness Diurnally Roughness Turbulence
Kurihara adjustment dependent Vegetation varying Stability closure
et at dependent dependent
(1993a)
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representation of cumulus convection. This technique relates the total latent heat release

to the moisture convergence in the column, and partitions the moisture supply between

rnoisteniag and heating of the environmental air during a moist adiabat ascent from the

boundary layer. Because the original Kuo technique is known to have deficiencies, various

modifications have been applied. For example, Iwasaki et aL (1987) found it necessary to

offset excessive cooling in the subcloud layer to maintain a tropical cyclone. Peng et aL

(1993a, b) artificially add heat to maintain the tropical cyclone against dispersion and

diffusion.

The energy source for the tropical cyclone is the latent and sensible heat gained

from the warm tropical oceans. Thus, the modern operational models directly predict

these surface fluxes over the ocean and over the land (except in the case of the QLM). In

most cases, the exchange coefficients for moisture, heat and momentum are dependent on

wind speed. Although radiative processes are generally not considered to be of importance

on time scales of 36 h, the prediction of the tropical cloudiness cycles in the environment of

the cyclone on longer time scales probably require the inclusion of radiative processes.

In addition to the frictional boundary layer processes, most of the models include

some scale-selective diffusion or damping processes. The objective is to eliminate

computationally or physically-produced short wavelength features before they contaminate

the larger scale features being predicted.

(3) Specification of initial conditions. As indicated in Section 1, inadequate

observations are available to analyze the three-dimensional structure of the tropical

cyclone. As Elsberry (1987) pointed out, a common error in the early dynamical models

was the "miz~laced vortex" problem. That is, the analysis scheme would produce a vortex in

the wrong location due to insufficient and/or unequally distributed observations around the

tropical cyclone. Recent studies, especially with barotropic models, have indicated that an

accurate representation of the symmetric vortex (Section 2b.1) and the asymmetric

circulation (Section 2b.2) are necessary. Since the asymmetric circulation is related to the
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propagation vector (defined as the difference between the actual storm motion and the

steering vector), the proper representation of the initial storm motion in the dynamical

models has been a continuing source of problems.

The capability to attack this initial condition problem systematically by all numerical

weather prediction centers was advanced by an initiative from the second International

Workshop on Tropical Cyclones (WMO 1990). Based on discussions at the workshop, a

common format was developed for reporting the location and characteristics of each

tropical cyclone by the analysis centers. This digital report is transmitted via the Global

Telecommunication System (GTS) and provides uniform information for inserting

"synthetic observations" (previously called a bogus vortex) to represent the tropical cyclone.

The first advantage is that the cyclone position is generally improved, although some initial

position error still remains due to interpolation between horizontal grid points separated

40-100 km (Table 2a).

Different approaches are used to represent the horizontal and vertical structure of

the symmetric vortex (Table 2c). The twin objectives here are to represent well the actual

storm structure and to have a vortex that is compatible with the numerical prediction

model. The Iwaskai et aL (1987) approach was to specify the surface pressure profile

following Fujita (1952) based on the central pressure and an environmental surface

pressure. However, the sharp pressure gradients near the center of an intense typhoon can

not be resolved on a 50 km grid. Thus, a less steep pressure slope is specified that is more

consistent with the model resolution. Iwasaki et aL also specify the anticyclonic

geopotential height deviations at cloud top level in the tropical cyclone. Temperature

patterns are calculated that are hydrostatically consistent with the surface pressure and the

anticyclone aloft, and with the Kuo convective parameterization scheme. Then the

gradient wind equation is used to calculate the wind field from the geopotential heights at

each level. They also calculate the radial inflow that is in steady state with the tangential

winds at the top of the boundary layer. A relative humidity of 90% is inserted near the
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tropical cyclone to insure moisture convergence to trigger the convective latent heat

release via the Kuo technique.

Mathur (1991) also uses the observed central surface pressure observation in the

QLM, except that values less than 970 rnb are set to equal to 970 mb. The reported size

(radius of the outer closed surface isobar) is used to scale the symmetric vortex, except that

the size must be at least 170 km. Mathur uses an empirical vertical structure function to

represent the cyclonic portion of the vortex. The anticyclonic portion aloft is assumed to be

represented in the global model background fields, or will be developed during the

integration. A gradient wind is calculated, but no secondary circulation or initial vertical

motion is imposed as an initial condition. A relative humidity of almost 100% is specified

near the center to trigger convective latent heat release quickly.

In the BMRC model, both the symmetric and asymmetric circulation are

represented by synthetic observations. However, these observations are then combined

with surrounding observations in the objective analysis step, presumably with high

weighting values to ensure that the analysis tends to closely fit these synthetic observations.

However, the horizontal grid size of 100 km (Table 2a) will not allow much detail of the

vortex structure to be captured. In this case, the mass field is derived from the wind field

using the balance equation. The main focus of Davidson and Puri (1992b) is the nudging

assimilation technique (see discussion in Section 2b.4 above) to make the observations

consistent with the model equations. During the assimilation, the heating from the Kuo

scheme is replaced with a heating function determined from satellite-observed cloud-top

temperatures each 6 h. This nudging process defines a vertical motion field that is

consistent with the satellite cloud imagery and enhances rainfall rates during the early

hours of the forecast, which improves retention of the cyclone circulation during the 48-h

integration.

Peng et aL (1993a, b) use the "spin-up vortex" approach to ensure that the symmetric

vortex is consistent with the numerical model resolution and physics. In this approach, a
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two-dimensional version of the model on an f-plane is integrated to near-steady state for a

representative sea-surface temperature and an environmental thermodynamic profile.

Peng et aL define three categories of vortices (strong, weak and large, or weak and small)

that are pre-integrated, and the duty forecaster selects the catalogued vortex that most

closely matches the present storm. Peng et aL (1993b) indicate more than three vortices

will need to made available in the future to better match actual storms.

The third important step is to specify the initial conditions in such a manner as to

get the tropical cyclone moving in the correct direction and speed. Considerable success

has been achieved in this regard with operational barotropic models (Section 2a.1) and

with research barotropic models (Section 2b.2), and especially with developing procedures

for including the asymmetric circulation. Iwasaki et a! (1987) include the pre-processing

option used in barotropic models (Table 1) of replacing the background flow pattern with

the desired initial motion vector and superposing the symmetric vortex. ThIs vortex is

blended with background field in the outer region. The generalized dipole that Mathur

and Shapiro (1992) insert in the QLM has been described in Section 2b.2 (see example in

Fig. 10). The combination of the symmetric vortex and the dipole asymmn..:ric circulation

is blended with the background field from the global model over an annular ring that is

dependent on the size of the storm. In 1989 and 1990, the spinup vortex in the Taiwan

model was superposed on the background field from the global model. Peng (1993a)

showed that the poorer forecasts during this early period were frequently due to a poor

initial storm direction. Peng (1993b) reported improved predictions when the past typhoon

movement vector was inserted in the region of the storm. In addition, a prototype

wavenumber one asymmetry based on the previous motion (analogous to the Mathur

approach) was also tested and found to improve the predictions. The combination of the

past typhoon movement vector and the wavenumber one asymmetry was im'Aemented in

the Taiwan system prior to the 1991 typhoon season.
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b. Utility of operational models

Some track error statistics that have been provided for the operational models in

Table 2 are presented here as an illustration of their present capabilities. Ueno (1991)

summarized the performance of the typhoon (TYM) model and the Asian Spectral Model

(ASM) and Global Spectral Model (GSM) of the Japan Meteorological Agency during

1990 (Fig. 15). A total of 373 TYM forecasts that were produced for typhoons and tropical

depressions were compared with a persistence (PER) forecast (linear extrapolation of past

motion) whenever the verifying storm intensity was tropical storm or greater. The relative

error is defined as

PER error - TYM error
Relative Error (%) = 100 x PER error + TYM error

A positive value indicates an improvement of the track forecast by the dynamical model

over persistence. As shown in Fig. 15, the TYM does not have skill relative to persistence

until after 24 h except for storms after recurvature. Then TYM has skill through 60 h,

especially for storms after recurvature, where the improvement is about 40%. Although

the TYM has the smallest forecast errors at 24 h, the ASM is slightly (12 km) better at 48 h,

when both of these models are considerably better than the GSM. The performance of

TYM and the other dynamical models has contributed (H. Ohnishi, personal

communication) to the improvement in the official forecasts by the Regional Specialized

Meteorological Center (RSMC) Tokyo Typhoon Center in recent years (Fig. 16).

The performance of the QLM during 1989 and 1990 is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 in

relation to VICBAR. A homogeneous summary of track errors during the 1990 Atlantic

hurricane season is shown in Table 3. A large number of the hurricanes during this season

were in the central Atlantic. All of the techniques had 12-h errors only slightly larger than

the official errors. The statistical-dynamical model (NHC 90) was better than official

errors at 24 h, but had larger errors at 48 h and 72 h. The OLM had the smallest error

growth with time and had only 233 n mi errors at 72 h. In addition to skill relative to
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Comparison of track forecast errors of the TYM, ASM and GSM in kin

MODEL T=12 T=24 T=36 T=48

TYM 92 (1 86) 165 (186) 235 (186) 3 1 (186)

ASM 126 (186) 185 (186) 236 (186) 303 (186)

GSM 141 (186) 217 (1 86) 292 (186) 372 (1 86)

PER 58 (186) 168 (186) 314 (186) 497 (186)

Fig. 15 (Top) Mean relative track error for Typhoon Model ('IYM) before, during and
after recurvature for 1990 season. Homogeneous sample (N = 186) of track errors (kmn)
for TYM, Asian Spectral Model (ASM) and Global Spectral Model (GSM) forecasts
during 1990 (Ueno 1991).
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Fig. 16 Annual mean official track forecast errors at 24 h and 48 h since 1988 for the
Regional Specialized Meteorological Center Tokyo Typhoon Center (H. Ohnishi, personal
communication).
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Table 3 Homogeneous comparison of the QLM track errors (n mi) with the other
objective track aids and the official NHC forecasts during the 1990 Atlantic hurricane
season (provided by Dr. M. Mathur).

MODEL 1211 24H 36H 48 72H

CLIPER 62 121 193 256 411

NHC90 58 98 157 214 358

QLM 63 105 143 169 233

OFFICIAL 57 107 156 201 321

CASES (111) (101) (88) (77) (56)
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CLIPER, these 72-h errors were considerably smaller than the official forecast errors for

the same cases.

Davidson and Puri (1993b) describe individual cases in which the BMRC nudging

initialization procedure improved the initial representation of tropical cyclones. One of the

cases illustrated a correct forecast of a storm that slowed down as it approached the

northeast coast of Australia, and then recurved parallel to the coast. Evidently, the

diabatic nudging procedure contributed to the correct forecast of recurvature and direction

change events. As indicated previously, another objective for the BMRC model is to

improve precipitation forecasts in the tropical region. The use of nudging to adjust the

model vertical motion fields to the satellite cloud imagery enhances and more accurately

depicts the rainfall during the early hours of the forecast, and improves the mass-wind

balance so that the cyclone circulations are retained better during the integration.

Peng et al (1993a) compared the performance of the Taiwan Typhoon Forecast

System (TFS) with CLIPER during the development test period and the first operational

system during 1990 (Table 4a). In both cases, the TFS did not have skill relative to

CLIPER at 48 h, primarily due to the large directional errors. When the past motion

vector was incorporated and a wavenumber one asymmetry was included, the TFS

performance for selected cases from 1990 was markedly improved (Table 4b). By

redirecting the model forecast along the initial motion vector, the TFS accuracy during the

first 12-24 h was improved about 30%, and the positive effect continued through 48 h with

a 26% improvement. As has been found with other dynamical models, incorporation of the

initial motion reduces a major shortcoming and makes the Taiwan dynamical model fully

competitive with other forecast techniques.

c. Research applications of baroclinic models

The objective in this section is to present two examples of highly sophisticated

baroclinic models applied to the prediction of tropical cyclones. In the case of the

Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) model, a triply-nested grid of high
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Table 4 (a) Homogeneous comparison of the 48-h forecast errors (km) of the Typhoon
Forecast System (TFS) of Taiwan versus CLIPER during the pre-1990 test period and
the operational 1990 seasons (Peng et a.t 1993a).

Sample CLIPER TFS Relative
size erro error error%

Pre-1990 54 350 412 -7%
1990 60 315 395 -10%

(b) Tests of the effect of including past motion vector and wavenumber one asymmetry in the

bogus vortex for selected 1990 TFS track forecasts (Peng et a! 1993b).

121h 24h 36 h8h

Control 143 241 346 474
Test 102 160 243 351

Improvement 29% 34% 30% 29%
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resolution, and an explicit prediction of cloud water and rain water, are the highlights. In

the limited test by Yamasaki (1992), selected cases from the TCM-90 period were

simulated, but only using the operationally-analyzed fields rather than the full TCM-90

data set. The Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model has been

extensively expanded and tested for near real-time application (Kurihara et aL 1992;

Bender et al 1993; Kurihara et aL 1993a). The initialization scheme for specifying the

vortex is described by Kurihara et aL (1993b), and the asymmetric component of that vortex

specification is given in Ross and Kurihara (1982). These two advanced research models

are likely forerunners of the operational baroclinic models of the future as they include

high resolution necessary for tropical cyclones, advanced physical process representations,

and specialized treatments of the initial conditions.

(1) Meteorological Research Institute model. Yamasaki (1986, 1987) has

previously used the triply-nested MRI model to study the effect of the explicit predictions

of cloud water and rain water on tropical cyclone formation. Numerical characteristics of

the model are summarized at the bottom of Table 2a for ease of comparison with the

operational models. A key feature is the 5/12 deg. lat. and long. horizontal resolution on a

250 lat. by 300 long. inner nest. The intermediate grid with 1.25 deg. resolution is also

large, and the outer grid is from 301S to the North Pole. With such a large horizontal

domain, the boundaries are far removed from the center of the grid where the tropical

cyclone is located.

The primary focus in the MRI model is the treatment of physical processes, which is

quite different from the Kuo scheme of the operational models (Table 2b). Yamasaki

(1986, 1987) has shown that the evaporation of rain water is a key factor in representing the

latent heat release distribution in developing tropical cyclones. Yamasaki (1992) indicates

future research will address the impact of physical processes on tropical cyclone motion.

Yamasaki (1992) used a simple tropical cyclone bogus to represent the tropical

cyclone in the model (Table 2c). Because Yamasaki was using the operational analyses of
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the Japan Meteorological Agency that already contain a tropical cyclone bogus (Ueno

1991), he found that inclusion of a bogus vortex did not impact the forecasts. He did not

include the pre-processing procedure of inserting the past motion, which is an option in the

Iwasaki et at (1987) model.

Thus, the purpose of this first test with the MRI model was to evaluate its

performance with operationally analyzed fields as a benchmark. Yamasaki (1992)

describes 20 individual cases for eight typhoons during August-September 1990. Only one

example (Fig. 17) is given here to illustrate a common problem and some notable successes

found in this test. Typhoon Winona (T901 1) had an unusual track toward the southeast

and then a sharp turn to the north. The analysis at 00 UTC 7 August (Fig. 17) indicated

that Tropical Depression Winona was to the southwest of Typhoon Vernon at the initial

time. During the next 48 h, Vernon moved eastward and became a trough in the

midlatitude westerlies. Notice the intensification of the subtropical high cell to the east of

Winona at 00 UTC 9 August, which was a primary reason for the poleward deflection of

Winona. The model integration from 00 UTC 7 August did not forecast the behavior of

the subtropical high well (not shown). Although the model track turned northward, the

turn occurred too far eastward and was delayed one day. However, the track prediction

from 00 UTC 8 August was quite good during the first 36 h. The analysis on the fine grid

and the 24 h forecast indicate the amplification and northwestward extension of the

subtropical high to the east of Winona were predicted quite well. After 24 h, the model

track was too slow. Although the landfall point was slightly to the east of the actual path,

the predicted timing of the landfall was 14 h too late.

Yamasaki (1992) shows other examples of excellent forecasts and some marked

failures. He concludes that these forecast errors are primarily due to the prediction of the

subtropical high and to errors in the initial wind and conditional instability fields. Future

tests with the complete TCM-90 data set may illustrate the impact of the data. The

sensitivity to the initial conditional instability fields probably reflects the need for special
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tuning to be compatible with the sophisticated moisture treatment in this model. Future

testing should also improve this aspect.

(2) Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory model. Kurihara et aL (1990) had

tested the GFDL multiply-nested model with real data for Hurricane Gloria. In addition

to producing some excellent track forecasts, the model appeared to correctly predict some

aspects of the hurricane intensification and wind structure on the high-resolution grid. This

led to an effort to produce an automated hurricane prediction system at GFDL (Kurihara

et al. 1993a).

As indicated at the bottom of Table 2a, the triply-nested model has much better

resolution than the operational models. Both the inner grid of 1/6 deg. resolution and the

intermediate grid of 1/3 deg. resolution move with the storm center to maintain high

resolution. The coarse grid of 1 deg. resolution extends over 750 lat. and long., with

horizontal boundary values updated from the global model. With the domain boundaries

removed so far from the hurricane, the impact on the solution due to these boundary values

is reduced.

The GFDL model also has the most sophisticated representation of physical

processes (Table 2b). Perhaps the only weakness in the model is the use of convective

adjustment to parameterize the convection in a tropical cyclone on a horizontal resolution

of about 18 km. However, the other physical processes representations are very advanced,

including land processes that take into account the vegetation cover. In summary, this

model has physical processes representations comparable to the most advanced general

circulation or operational global prediction models.

The GFDL group has devoted special efforts to specifying the initial conditions for

the hurricane in the model (Kurihara et al 1993a; Ross and Kurihara 1992). In their

method, a crudely resolved tropical cyclone in the NMC global analysi; is rcplaccd with a

vortex that is properly specified for use in the GFDL prediction model (Table 2c).

Appropriate filters are first used to remove the vortex from the global analysis so that a
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smooth environmental field that represents the steering remains. The GFDL bogus vortex

consists of both symmetric and asymmetric components. The symmetric component is

generated by a time integration of a two-dimensional version of the complete model so that

the initial vortex will be dynamically and thermodynamically compatible with the resolution

and physics of the model. During this integration, the tangential wind component is

gradually forced toward a target wind profile specified from available observations of the

individual hurricane. This procedure ensures more realism than selecting the best match

from a catalogue of previously-integrated spinup vortices as in the Taiwan approach (Table

2c).

Another key step in the GFDL procedure (Ross and Kurihara 1992) is to generate

an asymmetric wind field by time integration of a simplified barotropic vorticity equation

including the beta effect (see Section 2b.2). This procedure does not include the effects of

relative vorticity gradients and linear shear of the environment that have been found to be

important in barotropic models (see review by Elsberry and Abbey 1991). However, it

does produce an asymmetric circulation on a beta plane that is specifically tailored to the

symmetric vortex structure, so that differences between large storms and small storms are

included. The asymmetric component is assumed to be uniform in elevation.

The combination of the symmetric and asymmetric components of the vortex are

added to the filtered environmental flow from the global analysis and merged into the

larger scale fields from the global analysis. Imbalances between the mass and wind fields

are removed by solving for the mass field from a divergence equation. Thus, no period of

initial adjustment or false spinup of the model vortex occurs as in previous dynamical

models.

Bender et al (1993) tested the new initialization scheme with three cases from

Hurricane Gloria and one case from Hurricane Gilbert. The differences between the

analyzed vortex in the NMC global analysis for Gilbert and the specified vortex are shown

in Fig. 18. Rather than having a 30 m s-1 maximum wind hundreds of kilometers to the
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north of the storm, winds exceeding 50 m s-1 are analyzed adjacent to the correct center

position. With these more realistic initial conditions, storm intensity and structure

predictions can be considered. Bender et aL illustrate that the intensity trends in these four

cases were predicted by the model. Where the track of Gloria was well forecast along the

east coast of the U.S., the distribution of maximum low-level winds observed at gridpoints

during the passage was predicted rather well (Fig. 19). Although the asymmetry in the

wind distribution was reproduced to a first order in the forecast starting with the global

analysis, the agreement with observations was much better with the specified vortex due to

the more realistic radius of maximum wind and storm intensity.

Bender et aL (1993) demonstrated that the new initial condition specification

eliminated the erratic initial storm motion found in prior integrations of the GFDL model.

Dramatic improvements in track forecasts were found in the first 48 h. Track predictions

to 72 h for one of the Gloria cases are shown in Fig. 20. Whereas the track from the NMC

global analyses (G22N) starts from an incorrect position and has an erratic initial track, the

new initial condition specification starts the storm at the correct position and has a smooth

track with almost the correct direction. The other three test cases had similar

improvements. Using the new scheme, the average 24-h and 48-h forecast errors for the

four test cases were 58 and 94 km, whereas the non-initialized forecasts starting from the

global analyses were 143 km and 191 km. Since the corresponding National Hurricane

Center official forecast errors were 118 km and 212 km for these four cases, the GFDL

model with the new initial condition specification appeared to have promise for accurate

track prediction.

Kurihara et al. (1993b) describe some near-real time predictions after automation of

the GFDL procedures. Note that the initial condition specification and the integration of

the triply-nested model requires about 6 h of computer time, which results in the delayed

provision of the forecasts. Track errors for seven test cases are shown in Fig. 21,
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forecasts of the GFDL model (Bender et al. 1993) from the NMC global analyses (open
circles) and from the GFDL initial condition specification (solid circles).
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which includes the spread of the GFDL model and NHC forecasts about their mean values.

The GFDL model has skill relative to CLIPER throughout the 24-72 h period. Although

only four of these seven cases could be verified at 72 h, the rate of error growth in the

GFDL model is very small. Reduction of errors in the later period are attributed to

accurate prediction of the large-scale flow.

In summary, the advanced versions of the limited-region baroclinic models appear

to promise future improvements in track prediction and trends in intensity. Additional

cases of real-time predictions are required to demonstrate this potential.

4. Global baroclinic models

At the time of the Elsberry (1987) review, the possibilities of tropical cyclone

forecasts within the global models was only beginning to be explored. Bengtsson et al.

(1982) had found that the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) operational model was able to simulate tropical cyclones with a frequency and

distribution resembling observations. However, individual tropical cyclones were not

forecast well by the ECMWF model with a horizontal resolution of 1.8750 lat. by 1.8750

long. After the higher resolution, triangular (T) 106 waves model was introduced, Heckley

et al (1987) and Chan and Lam (1989) examined specific cases in which the skill of the

ECMWF model seemed to be improved. A tropical cyclone forecast error may later

become an important contribution to midlatitude errors in the global models on medium

time scales (5-10 days).

The objective of this section is to present a similar description of the characteristics

and utility of the global baroclinic models as was given in Section 3 for the limited-region

baroclinic models. Since these global models have such complex representations of the

physical processes, a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this review. Suffice it to

say that these global models include all of the physical processes of the limited-region

baroclinic models in Table 2b. Miller (1992) indicates that increasingly complex

representations of the physical processes (and other improvements) have substantially
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reduced the systematic errors in the ECMWF modei. For example, the time periods for

v,'hic' 850 mb winds forecasts are "useful" has increased from about 2.5 days in 1989 to

about 4.5 days in 1991 (Fig. 22). Notice that this measure of the wind forecast accuracy

indicates the longest useful forecasts are during the NH summer, with a secondary'

maximum during SH summer. Since the mean flow errors are smallhr, the environmental

flow that advects the tropical cyclone is better represented. This improvement, plus the

absence of horizontal domain boundaries as in the limited-region models. are expected to

be thL two primary advantages of the global model for tropical cyclone forecasting. [he

key differences among .ie global models are in the specification of the initial conditions.

Although the ECMWF inserts no synthetic observations, all of the other global model

centers include some specification of the tropical cyclone position and structure. Some

limited statistics will be presented to illustrate the performance of the global models for

tropical cyclone track forecasting.

a. Characteristics of the global models

(1) Numerical characteristics. Global forecast models have been greatly

improved since the early 1980's, e.g., horizontal and vertical resolution have been improved

(Table 5a). During September 1991, a ECMWF model was implemented with T213 waves

horizontal resolution and 31 (previously 19) vertical levels. Although the horizontal

resolution of the physics grid of the T213 model is about 65 kin, the effective grid length is

probably about 100 km (Miller 1992).

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) Global Spectral Model has a triangular

T106 horizontal resolution and 21 levels in the vertical. Thus, the grid oil which the

physical processes are calculated is about 130 km (twice that of the E[CM WF).

Only the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) is using a grid point

(rather than a spectral) representation in the horizontal. Since June 1991, the horizontal

grid is 5/6" lat. and 1250 long., which is roughly comparable to the JMA model. The 20

levels in the vertical are also similar to JMA, but much less than the I(,'W\\..
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Fig. 22 Usefulness of ECMWF 850 mb vector wind forecasts between 20'S and 20'N in
terrms of the length of forecast interval for which the absolute correlation with the analyzed
winds exceeds a threshold value of 70. The solid line is a 12-ronth running average of the
monthly mean values indicated by the dashed line (Mi er 1992).
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Table 5a Characteristics of selected operational and research global baroclinic models
for tropical cyclone track prediction. Part 1. Numerical characteristics.

Vertical Horiz Time Physics

Lavrsan ifIngeaIJ- Grid

OPERATIONAL

ECMWF 31 T213 Semi-Lagrangian 65 km
Miller
(1992)

JMA 21 T106 ? 130 km

UKMO 20 5/60 lat. ? 5/60 lat.
5/40 long. 5/40 long.

FNOC 18 T79 Semi-implicit 1.50 lat.
Goerss &
Jeffries
(1993)

U.S. NMC 18 T126 ? 105 km

RESEARCH

FSU 12 T170 Semi-implicit 80 km
Krishnamurti
etaaL (1993)

JMA 21 T213 ? 65 km
Iwasaki
(1991)
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The most coarse resolution model is the T79 spectral model of the U. S. Navy Fleet

Numerical Oceanography Center (expected to increase to T126 or T160 during 1993).

Thus, the physics are calculated on a 1.50 lat. by 1.50 long. grid, and at 18 levels in the

vertical.

The final operational model in Table 5a is the National Meteorological Center,

which has used a T126 and 18-level global model since March 1991.

In summary, most of the global models had (or will have in the case of FNOC) a

significant increase in horizontal resolution since 1991. Thus, each model has become

more capable of resolving the outer circulation of tropical cyclones. As indicated in the

introduction to this section, the advanced physics packages in these global models will not

be intercompared. However, the procedures to insert a representative tropical cyclone

circulation will be discussed.

(2) Specification of initial conditions. Although the ECMWF researchers

Andersson and Hollingsworth (1988) were one of the first groups to study methods of

inserting synthetic observations to represent tropical cyclones, the ECMWF Joes not allow

such observations (Table 5b). As a consequence, the only representation of the tropical

cyclone circulation in the EMCWF initial conditions comes from the first-guess (prior 6-h

forecast) and any observations. It is then crucial that the ECMWF forecast model develop

tropical cyclone-like circulations at the correct time and location. In the western Pacific

where there are more storms and more observations (especially low-level cloud-drift winds

from the geostationary satellite), the ECMWF system does generate a tropical cyclone

circulation at roughly the correct time, although not necessarily at the correct location.

Typical initial position errors are about 200 km.

The JMA was one of the first to insert synthetic observations into their global

model. Ueno and Ohnogi (1992) describe the changes in the operational bogussing

method implemented during September 1991 and its impact on the JMA Global Spectral

Model (GSM). The basic approach of specifying representative observations ba-sed on the
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surface pressure profile of Fujita (1952) is similar to that used for their limited-region

baroclinic model (Table 2c). The size of the storm (radius of gale-force winds) is taken

into account in the surface pressure profile and in determining the number of synthetic

observations to be inserted. More observations are inserted as necessary to keep the

observation density uniform in space. Since Ueno and Ohnogi do not mention the use of

the initial motion of the storm, their procedure for the global model appears to add

synthetic observations that represent only the symmetric vortex. That is, these synthetic

observations do not include either the asymmetries due to the background flow or the

asymmetric circulation (Table 2c). Notice that the synthetic observations become part of

the data set provided to the four-dimensional assimilation procedure. Although they are

blended with real observations that represent the large-scale environmental flow, the

number and distribution of these observations may or may not be sufficient to get the

model storm moving in the correct direction and speed.

A recent report on the tropical cyclone bogussing procedures at UKMO is not

available since Hall (1987). At that time, a very limited bogus was used primarily to re-

position the tropical cyclone via insertion of winds near the center (Table 5b). This

procedure was applied at the discretion of the quality control specialist.

The Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) began inserting synthetic

observations in their global model during 1990 (Fiorino et al 1993; Goerss and Jeffries

1993). The symmetric vortex is a Rankine vortex in which the exponent is specified to fit

the observed maximum wind speed and the radii of 30 kt and 50 kt winds (if available).

Synthetic height and wind soundings up to 400 mb are generated at 13 points: one at the

storm center; four points located at 220 km north, south, east and west; four points 440 km

to the northeast, northwest, southwest and southeast; and four points at 660 km to the

north, south, east and west. The Rankine wind profile is truncated by reducing the 440 km

values by 20% and the 660 km values by 40%. An asymmetry due to the background flow

is added by interpolating a spectrally truncated (T20) wind field to the locations of the
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13 synthetic observations. However, no wavenumber one gyres are inserted to represent

the asymmetric circulation as in the barotropic models (Section 2b.2; Table 2c). The

synthetic observations bypass the quality control checks and are assimilated into the initial

fields for the global model by the multi-variate optimum interpolation analysis, with the

assumption that they have the same error properties (weighting factors) as rawinsondes.

Lord (1991) described the bogussing system for the U.S. NMC (Table 5b), which

uses the position and structure information transmitted from the tropical cyclone warning

centers. The symmetric vortex is patterned after the Mathur (1991) and Mathur anu

Shapiro (1992) approach (Table 2c). This symmetric vortex is superposed on the spectrally

truncated layer-mean wind field that is closest to the observed storm motion. This steering

flow and vortex are combined and offered to the global model analysis in the form of

rawinsonde observations of wind at mandatory levels up to 300 mb. In the second analysis

pass, the horizontal correlation length scale is reduced from 500 km to 200 km so that the

fit to the winds is more confined locally and more curvature is allowed.

In summary, all of the global model centers except ECMWF insert synthetic

observations to at least define the position of the tropical cyclone. In most cases, the

observations are adapted to the present storm intensity and size, at least to the extent that

the horizontal resolution of the model permits. The FNOC and NMC superpose the

synthetic vortex on a spectrally truncated background flow interpolated to the location of

the synthetic observations. The NMC approach is the only one that uses the observed

storm motion (through the selection of the closest background flow). All the centers add

the synthetic observations to the analysis scheme, which blends these observations with

actual observations in and around the tropical cyclones to provide the initial conditions for

the global model.

b. Utility of global models. As indicated above, the global models have recently been

improved considerably. Thus, long-term statistics on tropical cyclone track forecasts with a

stable form of the model(s) are not available. A number of individual studies will be
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reviewed here to indicate the relative accuracy of global model track forecasts.

(1) Tracking the center. One of the difficulties in intercomparing the global

models is the lack of a standard, automated method for tracking the tropical cyclone in the

global models. Studies such as Chan and Lam (1989) and an intercomparison by Muroi

and Sato (1992) reconstructed the storm centers from 2.50 lat. and long. archived fields.

Goerss and Jeffries (1993) had to revert to a manual analysis of center locations for the

1991 forecasts of the FNOC global model because their automated tracking system would

occasionally begin to follow another feature. Muroi and Sato (1992) only had 12-h (24 h

for UKMO) maps to trace the centers. Thus, they had to select the minimum sea-level

pressure center within a 500 km radius circle from the typhoon pressure center, even

though this center may not have time continuity with other positions. They suggest that

each global model center develop an automated tracking routine that best represents the

tropical cyclone circulation in time, and transmit these positions in an electronically

readable format.

Lord (1991) describes an automated tracking algorithm for multi-level models. His

algorithm traces six features: minimum wind speed, maximum relative vorticity and

minimum geopotential height at 850 and 1000 mb. A simple linear programming algorithm

is used to determine locations of extrema in the neighborhood of a guess position. The

guess position is defined by the observed position at the initial time, by the extrapolated

position using the observed initial motion vector at the first forecast time, and by linear

extrapolation from preceding forecast positions at the second and succeeding forecast

times. The final position is the weighted average of the six measures that have net

threshold criteria. The weighting function ensures that forecast positions clustered near

each other will contribute most to the final position, and that outlying positions receive

(2) JMA global and regional model comparisons. A comparison of the Global

Spectral Model (GSM), Asian Spectral Model (ASM) and limited-region typhoon model
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(TYM) was given in Fig. 15 for the 1990 season (Ueno 1991). At that time, the GSM

clearly had larger errors than the ASM and TYM for all forecast intervals. Ueno and

Ohnogi (1992) describe the improvements in the GSM and the ASM resulting from the

bogussing procedures adopted in 1991 (Table 6). For these test samples, the GSM and

ASM forecasts were improved at all times (notice the ASM is only integrated to 48 h) by

the introduction of the new bogussing scheme. Since these small GSM and ASM samples

are not homogeneous, it is not possible to intercompare these errors. However, it does

appear that the error growth rate is smaller in the ASM.

(3) ECMWF global model. Chan (1992) compared the ECMWF model

forecasts for four tropical cyclones during the TCM-90 field experiment with forecasts by

TYM, OTCM and CLIPER. During this period, the ECMWF had a T106 horizontal

resolution, and was run only once a day at 12 UTC. Thus, only 50 ECMWF forecasts were

available, while 81 TYM and 241 OTCM and CLIPER forecasts wcre inciuded. As shown

in Table 7, only 17 of the ECMWF forecasts were verified. The surprising aspect in this

sample is the small errors at 24 h, which may indicate that the additional observations

during TCM-90 allowed a better initial position and field definition without the need for

any synthetic observations. Although this is a small sample (and is not homogeneous), the

small ECMWF errors relative to CLIPER and the other objective aids is certainly

favorable.

Shun (1992) prepared a more extensive evaluation of the ECMWF track errors

during 1990 and 1991. The verifying storm positions were provided by the Royal

Observatory, Hong Kong and the RSMC Tokyo Typhoon Center. Only cyclones with

maximum sustained winds in excess of 34 kt at the initial and the verifying times were

included. Manual evaluations of the storm positions were based on the minima in sea-Ilevc!

pressures and 10 m vectors, The standard of comparison was a persistence forecast

computed from best-track positions at the initial time and t-12 h.

Shun (1992) evaluated the ECMWF forecasts during the SPECURUMI field
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Table 6 Track forecast errors (km) for the JMA Global Spectral
Model (GSM) and Asian Spectral Model (ASM) for selected 1990-1991
typhoons using old and new bogussing procedures (Ueno and Ohnogi
1992).

Forecast interval (h)

12 24 36 48 60 72

OLD 136 221 318 415 527 651

NEW 112 182 264 353 449 553

Cases 75 72 70 65 60 53

OLD 175 259 322 394 -- --

NEW 138 209 255 325

Cases 31 30 29 27

Table 7 Average track forecast errors (km) for selected models
during the TCM-90 period (adapted from Chan 1992). Sample sizes
are shown in parentheses.

Forecast interval (h)

2A Ak 72

ECMWF 164 311 461
(17) (17) (17)

CLIPER 218 422 618
(105) (98) (85)

OTCM 198 337 442
(101) (86) (68)

TYM 221 303 --
(46) (37)
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experiment that overlapped the TCM-90 experiment (Table 8). The forecast errors are

slightly smaller than Chan (1992) found (Table 7). Shun also evaluated the T106 version of

the ECMWF model forecast errors during 1991. Although the 24-h errors were larger than

during SPECTRUM, the 72-h errors were smaller (Table 8). A combined sample of 1990

and 1991 cases with the T106 version had even larger 24-h errors (Table 8). The 48-h

errors were larger than the SPECTRUM cases, but the 72-h errors were slightly smaller.

This 1990-91 sample of T106 model errors had percentage errors relative to persistence of -

4, + 14 and + 16 at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h respectively. These relative errors are comparable

to the values for TYM during 1990 shown in Fig. 15. Finally, Shun summarized the errors

after the higher resolution T213 was implemented in September 1991. Although the 24-h

errors are not as small as during the SPECTRUM field experiment, the 48-h and 72-h

errors with the T213 model are the smallest of the various samples. Compared to

persistence, the relative errors are + 1, +20 and +25% at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h respectively.

This suggests that the error growth rate in the higher resolution T213 model is smaller.

Although the ECMWF model does not start with a good initial position, such a small error

growth rate will produce accurate forecasts at intervals beyond about 24 h.

(4) UKMO global model. Muroi and Sato (1992) have done a prototype

intercomparison among the UKMO, ECMWF and JMA global models during 1991. As

indicated above, the method of fixing the storm positions was not optimum, and the Muroi

and Sato statistics for the ECMWF model differ slightly from the Shun (1992) evaluation in

Table 8. Recall also that the JMA method of bogussing the vortex changed in September

1991 (Table 6). Although the Muroi and Sato study must be regarded as preliminary, it will

be presented here because it is the only recent evaluation of the UKMO global model (Fig.

23). Since the UKMO and JMA models include synthetic observations to define the

tropical cyclone and ECMWF does not (Table 5b), it is not surprising that the initial error

is larger for ECMWF. However, the smaller error growth rate in the ECMWF model

allows this model to provide more accurate forecasts than the UKMO or JMA models.
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Table 8 Average track forecast errors (km) by the ECMWF model
for selected samples (Shun 1992). Sample sizes are shown in
parentheses.

Forecast interval (h)

SAMPLE 24 48 72

SPECTRUM 151 266 452
(38) (31) (24)

T106 1991 185 266 394
(56) (41) (29)

T106 90-91 203 301 433
(138) (107) (82)

T213 1991 171 248 355
(71) (58) (45)

Table 9 Average initial position and track forecast errors (km)
for FNOC global model with and without insertions of synthetic
observations to represent western North Pacific tropical cyclones
during 1991. Sample sizes are shown in parentheses.

Forecast interval (h)

00 24 48 72

With 76 188 299 434
synthetic (340) (289) (221) (167)
observations

Without -- 333 453 605
synthetic
observations
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Fig. 23 Initial position and track forecast errors (km) for the ECMWF (dotted), UKMO
(dashed) and JMA (solid) global models for western North Pacific tropical cyclones during
1991 (Muroi and Sato 1992).
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Muroi and Sato note that the ASM 24- and 48-h forecast errors (not shown) were smaller

than for the ECMWF model. The ASM includes a bogus vortex and has comparable

resolution as the ECMWF model. However, the ASM is only integrated to 48 h.

Notice that this evaluation extended to 120 h, even though only about 25% of the

forecasts can be verified at such long intervals. The advantage of the ECMWF model

relative to the UKMO model extends to 120 h. At least for this small sample, the 120 h

ECMWF forecast errors are of the same magnitude as the JMA global model at 72 h.

(5) FNOC global model. Fiorino et al. (1993) analyzed the ability of the T79

global model at FNOC to generate and/or maintain low-level (925 mb) cyclonic

circulations (LLCC) during 72-h integrations. All LLCCs in each 12-h analysis and

verifying 72-h forecast (valid at the time of the analysis) were manually extracted during 25

July through 24 December 1990, when 23 named tropical cyclones (09W-31W) existed in

the western North Pacific. The relative vorticity at 925 mb calculated on a 2.50 lat. by 2.50

long. archive grid was used to define the LLCC centers. All gridpoints with relative

vorticity exceeding a threshold value of 2 x 10-5 s- 1 were identified and then a local maxima

was interpolated between the gridpoints. The position within 20 lat. and long. of the JTWC

warning position was identified as the inital center in the global model. The search zone,

which is always centered on the prior position, expands in time to follow recurving and/or

accelerating cyclones. If no center meeting the threshold relative vorticity is found, the

LLCC is assumed to have dissipated.

Although the global model LLCCs were usually influenced by the synthetic

observation procedure at FNOC (Table 5b) after a named tropical cyclone existed, periods

of 12 h to 72 h existed early in the life cycle when the LLCC was based only on actual

observations and the circulations generated by the model physics. After subjectively

locating and numbering all closed cyclonic circulations and cyclonic troughs equatorward of

251N in the 925 mb analyses, the verifying 72-h forecast was overlaid. Systems within 5'

lat. and long. were assumed to be the same feature.
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An example during the TCM-90 period is shown in Fig. 24. The JTWC forecasters

trace many potential systems before issuing a tropical cyclone formation alert, which is a

message indicating a suspect cloud cluster is expected to form into a tropical depression

analysis/forecasts within 24 h. A LLCC in the global model analysis/forecasts at this early

time could only have been produced from existing observations and/or generated by the

modei physics as no synthetic observations are inserted until the tropical storm stage. Of

the 61 identified LLCCs during this 6-month study, eight were forecast at 72 h that did not

appear in the verifying analysis, which is a false alarm rate of 13%. Another four appeared

in the analysis, but not in the 72-h forecast. Excluding the false alarm cases, 23 of the 53

analyzed LLCCs became named tropical cyclones. A LLCC was already present in the

global analysis at the time the JTWC forecaster first began to follow the system for 96% of

these 23 cases. Furthermore, the verifying 72-h forecast at that time had a LLCC within 5'

lat./long. in 20 of the 23 cases. According to Fiorino et aL (1993), the ability of the

relatively coarse T79 model to generate and maintain LLCCs may be attributed to the

Arakawa-Schubert convective parameterization. It would be useful to do a similar census

of LLCCs iai other global models to know the percentage of successful representations and

the false alarm rates.

Goerss and Jeffries (1993) have summarized separately the FNOC global model

forecast errors (Table 9) for analyses that included the synthetic observations (Table 5b)

and those that did not include synthetic observations. Notice that this is not an impact test

of two separate analysis systems running in parallel as in the JMA test in Table 6. Rather,

the ca.,ts without synthetic observations were in the early stages of the life cycle, and the

cases with synthetic observations are for named storms that are likely to be defined better

Initial position (t = 00 h) errors for the cases with synthetic observation insertions were

only 76 km. A comparable initial error for the cases without synthetic ohservati~Ons "'V n11

determined since a reliable verifying position was not considered to be available. A,

expected, the track forecast errors for the cases without wnthitic o ,rvato, ;otc mcthI:
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larger than the cases with synthetic observations. Whereas only 66% of the forecasts

without synthetic observations maintained a traceable circulation to 72 h, the percentage

increased to 87% for the forecasts beginning with synthetic observations. Notice also that

the FNOC T79 model forecast errors with synthetic observations in Table 9 are about

equivalent to the ECMWF T106 model forecast errors during 1990-91 (Table 8). The

percent improvement of the FNOC global model errors relative to the operational

CLIPER forecast errors are 9%, 31% and 33% at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h respectively. These

numbers indicate skill relative to CLIPER even at the 24-h time interval.

(6) SUmm . These limited evaluations of the various global models indivate

that the tropical cyclone track forecasts have improved and are competitive with other

objective aids. More complete and systematic evaluations of these global models for

tropical cyclone forecasting are needed. The tropical cyclone forecaster needs to

understand when they will fail to provide a forecast, and the synoptic conditions when the

forecast is likely to be good or poor.

The advantage of the global baroclinic models relative to the limited region

baroclinic models (Section 3) is the absence of artificial boundaries that eventually limit

the useful forecast interval. The Muroi and Sato (1992) assessment suggests that useful

track forecasts to 120 h may be produced in certain cases with advanced global models

(Fig. 23). Goerss and Jeffries demonstrate that improvements in track forecasts with the

FNOC 779 global model are almost linearly related to improvements in initial positions.

Miller (1992) suggests that insertion of bogus vortices (such as the UKMO and JMA

models in Fig. 23) may have contributed to larger error growth rates relative to the

EMCWF model that has no insertion of synthetic observations. Nevertheless, it would be

interesting to know if an improved initial position in the ECMWF T213 model would be

translated into an additional forecast improvement. If so, such a global model would

provide significantly improved guidance to tropical cyclone track forecasters at all intervals.

The lack of timeliness of the global model forecasts is a disadvantagc. The
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ECMWF model is only integrated once a day for 12 UTC conditions, and after a long time

delay (- 10 h) to allow maximum collection of data. Other global models are integrated

twice a day at about 8 h after synoptic times. Although the global model resolution

continues to improve, a higher resolution limited-region baroclinic model can always be

integrated with the same computer resources. In addition to having more timely track

forecasts, the higher-resolution models are more likely to provide intensity irends, structure

change and precipitation distribution forecasts than the global models. At least for shorter

time intervals, the limited-resolution baroclinic models are likely to have an important role

in tropical cyclone forecasting for some time.

c. Research global models

(1) Florida State University. For a number of years, Professor T. N.

Krishnamurti and his research group at Florida State University (FSU) hwve been

developing and testing global numerical weather prediction models. A review by

Krishnamurti et al. (1993) summarizes the various data assimilation and forecast model

improvements related to the tropical cyclone life cycle and track forecasts. One of the key

advances has been the physically-based initialization system that has been developed to

make use of the diverse data sources, and especially the satellite-based rainfall rates.

Davidson and Puri (1992b) have patterned their Australian limited-region baroclinic model

initialization (Table 2b) after the FSU system to improve the initial divergent winds and

diabatic heating to be consistent with the prescribed rain rates. The reader is referred to

Krishnamurti et aL. (1993) and the references therein for detailed descriptions of the

physical processes in the FSU model. Here, only a brief description of the numerical

characteristics and the initial conditions for tropical cyclones will be given to compare with

the operational global models described above.

As shown in Table 5a, the FSU global model is typically integrated with '1 170

horizontal resolution, which is surpassed only by the '1213 t(A'MWF nidtcl. As only 12

levels are used in the vertical, the [SI.J has less resolutim than the l ,pcrl .mi,
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Krishnamurti et aL (1988) tested the effect of horizontal resolution for tropical cyclone

prediction with T21, T31, T42, T63 and T106 spectral waves. Systematic improvements in

the formation and motion of the storms were achieved for several case studies when the

horizontal resolution was improved and an additional vertical level within the surface layer

w.as utilized to improve the surface flux calculations.

As shown in Table 5b, no synthetic wind and height observations are included in the

FSU model to define the tropical cyclone position. Rather, the extensive physical

initialization package based on the observed rain rates in and around the tropical cyclone

are used to force a rotational and divergent circulation in the initial conditions. Thus, a

tropical cyclone is indeed present in the initial conditions, and the initial motion is

governed by the environmental flow that has been spun-up during the physical initialization

step. Bedi et at. (1993) have included Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/!) data in

the physical initialization of three typhoons.

Krishnamurti et aL (1993) summarizes several case studies of five-day predictions of

the life cycle and motion of tropical cyclones. Krishnamurti et aL (1992) and Beven (1993)

have used the model outputs from a successful prediction of Typhoon Colleen to diagnose

the dynamics of the recurvature period. They suggest that the region immediately outside

the heavy rain area of the model storm experiences strong divergent outflows that

contribute significantly to the advection of divergence aloft. Enhancement of low-level

convergence in response to the upper-level divergence contributes to an asymmetric

distribution of deep convection, which contributes to the storm motion. Increased vertical

resolution in the outflow layer is shown to result in stronger divergence amplitudes in the

outflow layer, and thus contribute to improved forecasts of recurvature in the model. The

complexity of the baroclinic models with feedbacks between convection and lower

tropospheric convergence and generation of vorticity is conlistent with the ide•lizeid

baroclinic model studies in Appendix A. Whereas the research models such as the f:St"

model offer the potential for improved prediction of tropical cvclwiVc for[maItion ;nl ni
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motion, the difficulties of adapting the physical initialization and other aspects of the high-

resolution model to operational forecasting are certainly a challenge.

(2) JMA high-resolution test case. A single case study of Typhoon Flo

striking Japan during September 1990 was simulated with a 72_13 version of the JMA global

model (Iwasaki 1991). The second aspect of this research was to test the impact of the

convective parameterization scheme. Heckley et aL. (1987) had earlier indicated the

sensitivity of the ECMWF model track forecasts of Hurricane Elena to the replacement of

the Kuo parameterization scheme with a convective adjustment scheme. Ueno (1991) also

had used a modified Kuo parameterization technique in the JMA global model and found

that a poleward bias in the track of a low-latitude typhoon was reduced.

Iwasaki (1991) found the operational GSM could not predict the development of

Typhoon Flo, nor maintain the proper intensity of Typhoon Ed, which was present in the

initial conditions (Fig. 25). The T213 version with the standard Kuo scheme maintained

Typhoon Ed, but could not predict the development of Typhoon Fio. The high resolution

model with the modified Kuo scheme was able to predict the occurrence, development and

recurvature of Typhoon Flo. However, the movement and filling of Typhoon Ed over land

was not well predicted by this version. This experiment indicates again the possibility of 5-

day tropical cyclone predictions in high-resolution global models with improved physical

process representations. The potential needs to be explored in the future.
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APPENDIX A

A Review of Recent Idealized Baroclinic Models
of Tropical Cyclone Motion

a. Introduction

It is convenient to first discuss the baroclinic effects associated with the tropical

cyclone sti ucture in a no-shear environment and then those associated with an environment

that has a vertical wind shear. The structure effects have been modelled on a beta-plane

for comparison with the barotropic models (see Elsberry and Abbey 1991). Vertical shear

effects have been studied first on an f-plane to illustrate the basic principles, and then on a

beta-plane to better simulate real vortices. Another option in the numerical model

simulations is to include or to remove the diabatic processes (especially latent heat release)

and the frictional processes that are essential aspects of tropical cyclones. The goal of

these idealized baroclinic model studies is to understand each aspect of the physical

processes that combine to cause the motion of real tropical cyclones.

Wu and Emanuel (1993) have raised an issue regarding the environment of the

tropical cyclone. They have estimated the potential vorticity [(f + )/(- ap/e0)] on

isentropic surfaces by interpolation from the U. S. National Meteorological Center (NMC)

Nortiern Hemisphere final analyses on a 2.50 x 2.50 latitude-longitude grid. In the

example in Fig. A-1, Hurricane Bob is moving northward along the east coast of the U. S.

under the influence of a strong Bermuda high pressure cell. Thus, the anticyclonic

(negative) relative vorticity is large and the absolute vorticity values are reduced in the

subtropics. A common assumption is that the static stability that appears in the

denominator of the potential vorticity i5 nearly constant in the horizontal across the

tropical and subtropical oceans. Whether some additional static stability compensation

(i.e., larger vertical gradients of 0 in anticyclonic regions and at low latitudes compared to

cyclonic regions and high latitudes) may also be occurring is somewhat uncertain due to the

scarcity of rawinsondes (Bermuda is the only regular station north of the Caribbean). Wu

and Emanuel conclude that a constant potential vorticity gradient associated with a beta-
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Fig. A-I1 Ertel potential vorticity (PV) at 12 UTC 18 August 1991 on the (a) 315'K
and (b) 3351K isentropic surface (Wu and Emanuel 1993). Potential vorticity values
smaller than (larger than or equal to) 1.5 PVU are shown as dashed (solid) lines with
unequal contour intervals of 0.25 PVU (1.5 PVU).
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plane approximation would not apply in the envionmeCnt ot lturricanC BOh.

Significant potential vorticity gradients are found at tile trOp)Op)asC 1,Cl hCCau,,c 10

the near-discontinuities in static stahllit• between the tl-(Popa1.'c and tho ,

stratosphere. Thus, WVu and Emanuel propose that the anltlcýitnlc i••. w,• .r '.c

tropopause in a tropical cyclone may interact with these potential gradic nt,, oki.h

propagate the anticclnic cells westward and equatorward. Ii thc,,c anucxclhiic cch• ' c

an indirect effect on the tropical cyclone vortex motion via vertical tilt ctIcct, (t( u,.

described below), the outflow layer may have an important role in the tnt,,m pi oc,-

Clearly, similar potential 'ticit, calculations should be attcIeptce in otlmci u e;

cyclone regions to test the generality of Wu and Emanuel's contcntion. lhc 1( M-( K

enhanced data set of rawinsondes over normally data-sparse tropical oceans,, and tihc `( k:,;

resolution in the TCM-90 final analyses. are likely to provide a more rcpre~enla'I,,

potential vorticity distribution than the archived 2.5"' x 2.5" NMC grid.

b. Tropical cyclone baroclinic structure

In the barotropic model simulations, the tropical cyclone vortex is represented as a

deep-layer mean. Near the center, the vertical wind shear is small in the lower troposphere

and the cyclonic circulation extends to great depths. However, an anticvclOne is found

aloft, especially at outer radii. Thus, a tropical cyclone can be represented as a pyramid-

shaped cyclonic vortex penetrating upward into an anticyclone aloft.

Because the radial extent of the cyclonic vortex decreases with increasing elevation,

the propagation vector associated with the beta effect should diminish aloft (based on

barotropic model reasoning, see Elsberry and Abbey 1991). Wang and Li (1992) tested this

effect with a 10-level baroclinic model of a quiescent environment in which the tropical

cyclone vortex had maximum winds at 900 mb and decreased linearly to zero at 100 mf

(Fig. A-2). Such a vertical wind shear is consistent with a warm core in the tropical

cyclone. The radial variation (not shown) has a maximum at 200 km and deceased to zero

at 750 km. The relative angular momentum (RAM), which Is tlhc prJuWu ot 111 idd•IUS 1d11
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Fig. A-2 Initial tan!ential wind Vp (normalized by maximum wind) and mean relative
angulpr momen urn kM4RAM) variations with pressure in the Wang and Li (1992) 10-level
numerical model. Mean meridional drift speedCy of the vortex at 24 h is also shown.
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the tangential wind component integrated over the domain, was pou .,i t IIU anjtI C%1unc

wind aloft were included) and had a vertical variation similar tu the ianvcinil~ , ild

structure (Fig. A-2).

Because the Wang and Li model was adiabatic and frictionlc,.. (no heaniw or

convective momentum mixing to maintain the warm core and vcrticai lit)• it %was cxpccIcd

that the differential beta-effect propagation with elevation ý,ould disperse hc \oricx

However, the vortex maintained a vertically coherent structure as indicated h, th:u

essentially constant meridional propagation at all levels (Fig. A-2). 'lhI prhipasxium

vector is close to that expected from a barotropic modcl initialized with the vcrtic,1W.ý-

integrated vortex wind structure.

c. Conceptual model of secondary circulation coupling

Why did the upper (lower) levels of vortex in the Wang and li model propaia',c

faster (slower) than expected based on beta-plane reasoning for the sizc of the cvclh)ic

vortex at those levels? A first-order explanation can be provided in terms of the quasi-

geostrophic omega equation considering only the differential vorticitv advection with

elevation,

"aa.,,,W a (-.VC).

Again applying barotropic model reasoning within each of the 10 layers in the Wang and Li

model, wavenumber one gyres will develop over 24-36 h. The flow between the

anticyclonic and cyclonic gyres to the northeast and southwest respectively will advect the

vortex to the northwest. The speed of propagation will be a maximum at 900 mh a;-d .%dl

decrease linearly with elevation because ot the ass.mcd str'ucture in Fig. A-2.

In terms of the vorticity budget,
ca -VC V (2)

a = -Vv -{ v -• - .j) v v,2
at ap

the tropical cyclone is a positive vorticity center that moves toward (away from) the positive
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(negative) vorticity tendencies. In non-divergent, barotropic model simulation o( a tropical

cyclone vortex on a beta-plane, Fiorino and Elsberry (1989) showed that the advection ()

the asymmetric vorticity by the symmetric vortex nearly balanced the beta term. Since the

last two terms in (2) are zero in their model, this left only the advection of tile ,N,'llnctri.

vorticity by the asymmetric circulation (wavenumber one gyres) as the mechanism tor

vorticity change. Fiorino and Elsberry demonstrated that the advecting v-loci,,t

between the gyres was almost equal to the propagation vector C. Thus, the h,,ril/onta;

vorticity advection is given by this C vector passing through the positive vorticitv maximum

representing the symmetric vortex. In particular, positive (negative) vorticitý ad•,ectinm

regions are found in advance (behind) the propagating storm.

Since both C and the vorticity maximum decrease with elevation, the positlz•.

vorticity advection decreases (nonlinearly) with decreasing pressure. Based on equation

(1) above, this differential vorticity advection will lead to an downward (upward) vertical

motion ahead (behind) the propagating storm (Fig. A-3). Given the nonlinear decrease in

the vorticity advections from 900 mb upward, the maxima in the vertical motion will be in

the lower troposphere and will decrease toward zero at 100 mb. Consequently, a deep

secondary circulation is established with horizontal convergence into the subsidence

regions ahead and horizontal divergence from the ascent regions behind the storm. The

existence of a vertical motion couplet with downward motion ahead and upward motion

behind (Fig. A-4) was confirmed in a five-layer adiabatic model by Wang and Holland

(1993) and by Jones (1993). In Wang and Holland, the vertical profile of tangential winds

was nearly constant up to about 600 mb, so the maximum vertical motion was near thils

level. In addition, the vertical motion was reversed in the uppermost layer of the model

after 48 h of iia,,raton.

In each of thce adiabatic, baroclinic models, the last two terms in equation (2) are

not zero as in the barotropic model of Fiorino and Elsberry. The horizontal convergence

6



A CONVERGENCE EFFECT
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Fig. A-3 Schematic conceptual model of the secondary circulation in an adiaibatic
tropical cyclone vortex on a Ic:a plane. The asymmetric circulation sets lip propagation
vectors that create positive (negative) vorticity advection regions ahead and behind the
vortex. Differential fadvection creates vertical motions and horizontal convergence and
divergence (see text).
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Fig. A-4 Meridional cross-section through the adiabatic tropical cyclone vortex in the
Wang and Holland (1993) model illustrating the vertical motion couplet of descent ahead
and ascent behind as in the conceptual model of Fig. A-3.
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ahead of the storm will create positive vorticity tendencies aloft ahead of the cyclone, and

negative vorticity tendencies will be created behind the cyclone due to the divergence (Fig.

A-3). Because the cyclone vortex aloft will tend to move toward the positive vo'rticit,

tendency region, it will actually be displaced faster than the beta-plane propagation vectors

expected at upper levels. In addition, the vertical vorticity advections associated with

vertical motions in the secondary circulation (Fig. A-3) contribute to negative (1pasitive)

vorticity tendencies at low levels aheao (behind) the vortex. Therefore, tile net translation

of the vortex at low levels is slower than the beta-plane propagation expected for the vortex

structure.

The various terms in the vorticity budget equation (2) are displayed (Fig. A-5) h'.

Wang and Holland (1993) for their five-layer adiabatic model. The horizontal advection otf

vorticity does indeed contribute to a positive (negative) vorticity tendency at 900n mb (c =

0.9) ahead (behind) the storm center. Although a more complicated pattern of horizontal

advection is found ata = 0.3, the magnitudes are almost a factor of 10 smaller and thus are

not a major contributor to the motion. As suggested by the meridional cross-section of

vertical motion in Fig. A-4, horizontal divergence (convergence) is found at low levels (a =

0.9) below the downward (upward) vertical motion maximum to the north (south) of the

center. The corresponding vorticity tendencies at a = 0.9 (Fig. A-5) are negative (positive)

ahead of (behind) the storm as in the conceptual model of Fig. A-3. Conversely, horizontal

convergence (divergence) is found at a = 0.3 north (south) of the center. The

corresponding vorticity tendencies at a = 0.3 (Fig. A-5) are positive (negative) ahead of

(behind) the storm, which also agrees with the conceptual model of Fig. A-3. Similarly, the

vertical advection contribution to the vorticity tendency (Fig. A-5) at a = 0.9 and a = 0.3

are generally consistent with the conceptual model of Fig. A-3, except they are rotated

about 900 relative to the storm motion vector. Notice that the vertical vorticity advection

contributions are more than an order of magnitude smaller than the leading horizontal

advection contributions in this adiabatic model of the tropical cyclone.
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Fig. A-5 Voti ty tnency contributions in the adiabatic tropical cyclone model of
Wang and Holland (1993) due to horizontal advection at a=0.3 and a =0.9 (top),
divergence generation at a = 0.3 and a = 0.9 (m~iddle) and vertical vorticity advection at a
= 0.3 and a = 0.9 (bottom). Units are in 10-9 s , but different contour intervals are used in
each panel. The long arrow indicates the direction of the vortex on the beta-plane.
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The combined barotropic-baroclinic reasoning in Fig. A-3 leads to a sccondz, da

circulation that is consistent with a propagation vector that is slower (faster) than e,\ptcl'cd

values at lower (upper) levels. As Wang and Li (1992) demonstrate, a completcl cý eir.c

vortex as in Fig. A-2 can remain vertically coherent. Notice that the above reason"rLe J,

that the primary vortex motion is associated with beta-plane propagation due 1() the

asymmetric circulation, However, the vertical variations in tile propagation %ectt, ,ct ulp

the vertical motion pattern (secondary circulation). The associatcd vertical .cr 'c

advection and horizontal convergence/divergence terms lead to modification> t• tfthe

vorticity tendencies in the budget equation (2). A similar reasoning will be applicd bhchrk

in more complicated baroclinic model simulations.

When Wang and Li added an anticyclonic flow aloft to better represent the tropicWu

cyclone structure, the anticyclone moved west-southwest while the cvycone below moled

northwest. This separation of the centers occurred due to the lack of a vertical coupling

mechanism as in the secondary circulation associated with the completely cyclonic vortex III

Fig. A-2. An adiabatic model can not sustain the anticyclone aloft over the tropical Cyclone

against the beta-effect dispersion.

d. Diabatic contributions to vertical coupling

Each of the adiabatic experiments above was essentially a vortex "spin-domn"

experiment. That is, a tropical cyclone-like structure was imposed, but the diahatic

processes (and convective momentum) to sustain the vortex structure were not included.

Although such a vortex must eventually dissipate, the horizontal dispersion due to the beta-

effect did not (did) occur if the vortex was all cyclonic (had an anticyclone aloft). Inclusion

of diabatic effects is expected to be more effective in maintaining the vertical coherence of

the vortex as the different layers will be coupled by a more intense vertical circulation than

the vertical circulation induced by quasi-geostrophic reasoning described in Fig. A-3.

The key question is: what is the proper formulation of the diabatic (and frictional)

processes to properly represent a real tropical cyclone? The diabatic processes occur on a
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Fig. A-6 Schematic of the cloud structures on various scales in the mature tropical

cyclone.
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range of scales (Fig. A-6) from small convective towers, spiral rainbands and the primar\

circulation (inflow at low levels, ascent in the eyewall, and outflow aloft). Clearly a fifit:

horizontal resolution is required to address the heating and flow responses on all ut thc-,e

scales. Even given the proper grid resolution, the physical processes in such clouds laf, H ot

be well represented by latent heat parameterizations presently available, The relationc,,Phips

between the frictional and diabatic processes are critical in the tropical cyclone. At least in

the mature stage, the frictional-CISK type of feedback between "rictionally-induced

convergence in the boundary layer and latent heat release in clouds is well established. In

addition, the updrafts and downdrafts in or adjacent to the deep convection also have a

frictional aspect via convective-scale transports of momentum. The point is simply that anN

renresentation of diabatic and frictional processes in present numerical models is an

idealization of nature.

Shapiro (1992) included convective heat release in response to boundary layer

friction and the convective momentum transports. Although only three layers were used in,

the vertical (Table A-i), a multiply-nested grid allowed a wide range of horizontal scales to

be simulated. A tropical cyclone vortex was spun up on an f-plane for 48 h, and then the

beta effect was introduced. As in the barotropic models with quiescent flow, the

propagation vector is to the north-northwest at about 2.4 m s1 . The asymmetric circulation

in the middle layer (Fig. A-7a) is remarkably similar to the barotropic models with a

-yclonic (anticyclonic) gyre to the west (east). These gyres are shown to form from the

advection of low potential vorticity (rather than absolute vorticity in barotropic models)

from the equ.,torward side and high potential vorticity from the poleward side (Fig. A-7b).

Notice also the homogenization of the asymmetric potential vorticity field within about 300

km of the center, as occurred in the barotropic models (Elsberry and Abbey 1991). In this

case, the barotropic stabilization process associated with the radial shear of the angular

velocity also is tending to homogenize the asymmetric effects of the convective heating and

momentum distributions. Although the flow between the cyclonic-anticyclonic gyre pajIr is

13



Table A-I Characteristics of selected idealized baroclinic models to stud, trt.p, v.Il

cyclone motion.

Number Horiz. Heat Convec,
Mode of layers Ij•Jjýn Moment.

Flatau 5 Cylindr, Constant Small No
et al. Spectral Newton-
(1992) s = 3 Jan

Shapiro 3 Nested Predicted Bound. Yes
(1992) 20, 40, ary

80, 160 La,,er
320Q 640

Wang 5 40 km Predicted Bound- No
and arv
Holland Laver
(1993)

Wu 2 Specified None No
and PV
Emanuel source
(1993)
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not as uniform as in the barotropic models, it clearly advects the .ortex to the n•i th-

northwest. Even though Shapiro notes that enhanced convection on the for,-ard ,idv

relative to the trailing side could also be contributing, the association of the propagation

with the asymmetric circulation is quite convincing.

The vertical heating distribution creates negative potential vorticity anmialies in the:

upper layer of the Shapiro model, and the convective momentum flux deposits positi'e

potential vorticity from below. Consequently, the potential vorticity distribution abhoe the

center is quite complex (Fig. A-7c). A wake of positive and negative anomalies with large

magnitudes trails behind the center. On the larger scale, the outer anticyclonic circulatiorn

advects high (low) potential vorticity values to the east (west) side of the center, which will

tend to create wavenumber one gyres in the upper layer that are in the opposite sense a,,s

the gyres in the middle layer. Although the upper-layer gyres tend to advect the lohcr

portions of the vortex toward the south, this effect is small compared to the norihward

advection by the middle-layer gyres.

Flatau et al. (1992) do not attempt to dynamically predict the interaction between

diabatic and frictional processes in the tropical cyclone. Rather, they specify a

representative (but arbitrary) heat source

A r
Q = a Q sin (no) exp (-a) exp (--),

r0

where a = 0.554, Q = 7.87 0C/day, ro = 150 km, and a is a normalization factor. A

symmetric vortex is spunup in a two-dimensional version of their five-layer model (Table

A-I) to provide the initial conditions. As in Shapiro (1992), the spun-up vortex is then

added in the three-dimensional model on a beta-plane with no environmental flow.

However, the diabatic processes are represented only by the constant heat source Q that is

always positioned over the vortex center defined from the surface pressure field. No

frictional boundary layer or convective momentum transport is included, and only a small

Newtonian friction is added in the lowest layer to partially compensate for the energy
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source. Thus, Flatau et al avoid the complexities of the diabatic-frictional processes of real

tropical cyclones by imposing a constant heat source, which has the advantage that the

diabatic input is precisely known. Because the heat source is continually added over the

low pressure center and minimal frictional damping is included, the vortex continues to

develop in the three-dimensional model. This vortex advects the earth's vorticitý, which

creates a potential vorticity distribution in the lower troposphere similar to Fig. A-7b. As

in the Shapiro (1992) model, the wavenumber one gyres associated with the asymmetric

circulation produce a propagation to the northwest (Fig. A-8). Notice that the diabatic

track is to the right of the adiabatic track (heat source Q set to zero). Flatau et al.

demonstrate that the anticyclone (potential vorticity minimum) in the upper-most laver is

displaced westward and equatorward in a quiescent flow as expected on a beta plane. How

this outflow layer feature contributed to the difference in tracks in Fig. A-8 is not clear

because of the differences in vortex wind profiles for the diabatic and adiabatic model

integrations.

Flatau et at note that the diabatic processes should couple the anticvclonic

circulation aloft to the cyclonic vortex below, and thus reduce the relative angular

momentum (RAM) of the vortex. From the barotropic reasoning of Fiorino and Elsberry

(1989), a decrease in the outer wind strength in the vortex should reduce the westward and

poleward propagation on the beta plane. In spite of this enhanced vertical coupling, Flatau

et al. conclude that the motion of the vortex in their five-layer baroclinic model is

determined by the strength of the low-level, cyclonic circulation, rather than with a

vertically-averaged RAM that included the anticyclonic flow aloft. Thus, the presence of

an anticyclonic outflow layer aloft evidently had only a minimal effect on the track in this

case of no environmental flow.

Wang and Holland (1993) also compared diabatic and adiabatic versions of a five-

layer dynamical model (Table A-I). The only diabatic process they included was a CISK-

type convective heating proportional to the relative vorticity in the lowest model laver.
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Fig. A-8 Vortex positions each 12 h in the Flatau et aL (1992) baroclinic model on a

beta plane with (squares) and without (circles) diabatic heat source.
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Fig. A-9 Vortex positions each 12 h in the Wang and Holland (1993) baroclinic model
on a beta plane with (squares) and without (circles) diabatic heat source.
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Wang and Holland include a frictional boundary layer with a wind speed dependent drag

coefficient, and horizontal and vertical diffusion of momentum and heat on the grid scale.

Thus, the Wang and Holland model is more similar to the Shapiro model than the Flatau et

aL model. Two symmetric vortices were spun up on an f-plane to provide the initial

conditions for the beta-plane experiment. A change in the vertical distribution of the

cumulus convection heating created a vortex with a stronger and deeper upper-level

anticyclone for illustrating the potential motion differences due to cyclone structure. As

expected from barotropic modeis, the stronger cyclonic vortex propagated westward and

poleward faster than the less cyclonic vortex, In contrast to the Flatau et al. comparison in

Fig. A-8, the vortex track in the diabatic model of Wang and Holland was essentially in the

same direction and was faster (about 0.5 m s-1) that the adiabatic version (Fig. A-9).

The enhanced vertical coupling in a diabatic model is illustrated in Fig. A-10. In the

three lowest layers, the local change of relative vorticity has a strong dipole of positive

(negative) vorticity tendencies ahead (behind) the vortex center. The c = 0.3 layer

appears to be a transition layer with a positive tendency area almost coincident w~ith the

vortex center and negative tendency areas ahead and behind the center. Notice that no

consistent relationship is found between the positive and negative vorticity tendencies in

the outflow layer (a = 0.1) and the vortex motion vector. This similar result as in the

Shapiro and the Flatau et al. models again implies that the outflow layer has no significant

effect on motion in the absence of environmental shear. This is true even though

significant anticyclonic centers exist that are not co-located with the low-level vortex

centers, and thus a vertical tilt exists (to be discussed below in response to vertical wind

shear in the environment).

Wang and Holland (1993) examined the various terms in the vorticity budget (2) for

the diabatic model as in Fig. A-5 for the adiabatic model. Although horizontal advection of

vorticity contributes, the major change is the increase in relative importance of the vorticity

generation due to the convergence at low levels in advance of the vortex. That is, the
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frictional convergence, and its positive feedback loop via the CISK-type parameterization

in the Wang and Holland model, leads to a positive vorticity tendency in advance of the

vortex position. The vertical advection of vorticity is an important term in the middle and

upper troposphere in advancing the upper portion of the vortex to maintain a vertical

consistency with the lower troposphere vortex. As in the adiabatic model (Fig. A-5), this

vertical advection is a result of vertical motion induced by other physical processes, and

thus is a secondary process rather than a first-order effect.

The contribution of low-level convergence in advance of the vortex center to

positive vorticity tendencies is the likely explanation for why the diabatic vortex track in

Fig. A-9 is faster than the adiabatic vortex. Recall that Flatau et al. (1993) superposed

their analytical heating function directly over the surface pressure center, which would tend

to maintain the low center in its present location. That is, the Flatau et aL. application of

the heat source would tend to retard the vortex motion relative to the horizontal vorticity

advection that is tending to propagate the vortex forward (Fig. A-5). Thus, it is not

surprising that the diabatic vortex track in the Flatau et al. model (Fig. A-8) is slower than

the adiabatic version, whereas the opposite is true for the Wang and Holland model (Fig.

A-9), in which the dynamically-predicted low-level convergence is in advance of the present

position.

e. Vertical shear effects

In the above baroclinic model simulations, no environmental flow was included.

Thus, the only contribution to the potential vorticity gradient was the poleward gradient of

the Coriolis parameter. As Wu and Emanuel (1993) point out, the meridional gradient of

potential vorticity q in a quasigeostrophic flow that has only a zonal component U is
2 2 2

aq_ a U au2  1 aU

Ty d/ N az 2  H aZ (3)

where fo is the Coriolis parameter in the middle of the domain, N is the Brunt-Vaisala
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frequency (assumed constant in horizontal) and H is a scale height. Notice that the

meridional gradient of potential vorticity will be different from ,# if the environmental flmw

U has curvature in either the horizontal or the vertical, or if linear vertical shear exists. All

of the idealized baroclinic models considered here do not include horizontal wind shears.

Because the inclusion of vertical shear will change the potential vorticity gradient, which is

the dominant factor in beta-effect propagation (Fig. A-7), the interpretation of the vertical

shear experiments is complicated.

Wu and Emanuel were able to cancel out the meridional gradient of potenial

vorticity in their two-layer model by properly specifying the slopes of the upper and lower

boundaries. They set the mean wind in the lower layer to zero and introduce vertical shear

by specifying a non-zero zonal flow in the upper layer. The tropical cvclone is idealized as

a point potential vortex (wind decreasing outward with 1/r dependence, but having no

relative vorticity except at the center). The upward decrea. in diabatic heating is

represented as a source of (negative) potential vorticity. Thus, the negative potential

vorticity anomaly associated with the anticyclone aloft expands in area due to a radial

outward potential flow that emanates from a point mass source co-located with the lower

vortex. If no vertical shear is present, the upper vortex patch simply expands in time,

remains circularly symmetric and causes no lower vortex motion. If a moderate westerly

wind is introduced in the upper layer (Fig. A-11), the vortex expands and is advected to the

east. Due to barotropic instability, the vortex patch is rolled up. However, the outer winds

around the upper-level anticyclone induce an advective flow in the lower layer that now

crosses over the point vortex representing the tropical cyclone.

As shown in the schematic (Fig. A-12), the tilt of the anticyclone to the east due to a

westerly shear will induce a northward deflection of the low-level vortex. Conversely, the

flow around the low-level vortex will induce a northward deflection of the upper-level

vortex. Thus, the cyclone-anticyclone couplet can translate northward together. With an

easterly shear (Fig. A-12), the anticyclone aloft is tilted to the west, and this upper-level PV
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Fig. A-1I Evolution of the upper-layer vortex patch in the Wu and Emanuel (1993)
baroclinic model with an upper-layer depth one quarter of the lower-layer depth and a
moderate vertical wind shear (x = 1.25). The lower-layer point vortex at the initial and
present times are indicated by the + and x symbols respectively. The nondimensional time
interval of 0.5 corresponds to about two days and a length scale of 500 km is indicated in
the upper left corner.
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Fig. A-12 Schematic of the potential interaction between an upper-level anticyclone

(A) and low-level cyclone that were initially vertically oriented (middle section), but were
then exposed to a westerly shear (top) or an easterly shear (bottom). Following Wu and

Emanuel (1993), the potential vorticity distributions in each layer induce circulations in the

adjacent layer (dashed) lines that deflect the upper-level and lower-level circulations as

indicated in the right column.
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anomaly induces a southward flow across the upper-layer anticyclone. In this case, the

cyclone-anticyclone couplet can translate southward together. Thus, Northern (Southern)

Hemisphere tropical cyclones are expected to translate to the left (right) of the vertical

wind shear vector as the upper-level anticyclone becomes tilted relative to the center.

The induced zonal, meridional and total tr• rislation speeds for the case in Fig. A- 11

are shown by the long-dashed lines in Fig. A-13. Since the anticyclonic center of the patch

at t = 0.5 (dimensional time about two days) is northeast of the low-level vortex, a

westward (negative zonal) and northward (positive meridional) component is induced

across the low-level vortex. The westward component grows until about t = 1.7, and then

rapidly decreases to zero around t = 2.8, when the upper-level anticyclone is due east of

the low-level vortex (Fig. A-11). As the anticyclone drifts farther to the southeast, the low-

level zonal translation is toward the east (positive). The magnitudes of these translations

are quite large (1-3 m s-l) for this "optimal shear" case. Either smaller or larger shear

values eventually lead to smaller translation speeds (Fig. A-13c), as well as a different

evolution of meridional and zonal components. The trajectories of the lower-level vortex

are shown in Fig. A-13d for the three wind shears. In each case, the initial deflections are

toward the north-northwest. With smaller than optimal shear, the trajectory curves toward

the northeast. The optimal shear trajectory also is curving toward the northeast by the end

of the integration.

The magnitudes of the deflections in Fig. A-13d are critically dependent on the

relative ratio of the upper-layer depth to the lower-layer depth (Wu and Emanuel 1993).

In the case shown, this ratio was 0.25, which would correspond to a 200 mb outflow layer

over a 800 mb cyclonic flow layer. This is similar to the configuration in the five-layer

baroclinic models of Flatau et aL (1992) and Wang and Holland (1993) described above.

However, the outflow layer may be considerably shallower in real storms. For example, the

NASA DC-8 observations at 195 mb in Supertyphoon Flo (Dunnavan et aL 1991) indicated

nearly cyclonic flow to about 200 km radius. Thus, the outflow must have been at some
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Fig. A-13 Evolution of the induced lower-layer vortex (a) zonal and (b) meridional
velocity, (c) total speed, and (d) trajectories in units of 500 km with time in the Wu and
Emanuel (1993) model for the same conditions as in Fig. A-11 (long-dashed line) and foi
weaker vertical wind shear (solid) and stronger vertical wind shear (short-dashed)
conditions. The symbols each t = 0.5 along the trajectories in (d) for the three shear
conditions are dots, crosses and circles respectively.
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higher elevation. If the outflow was confined below tile tropopause (around 100 mob), the

outflow may have only been 50-75 mb deep, and ,he cyclonic flow 950-925 mb thick. In

that case, the depth ra'.io is 0.053 - 0.081. If similar reductions in the track deflect ions can

be assumed, the zonal and meridional components in Fig. A-13 would be only 1/5 to 1/3 of

the values shown.

In the two-layer Wu and Emanuel mrodel, a PV anomaly in one layer necessarily

implies an induced circu7.tion in the adjacent layer (Fig. A-12). In a multi-layer model, the

circulation response may not extend throughout the depth as in the Wu and Emanuel

model. The depth of penetration will be inversely proportional to the static stability.

Shapiro (1992) illustrates how the inclusion of vertical wind shear also introduces a

meridional gradient of potential vorticity on an f-plane. Shapiro sets the zonal basic

current equal to zero in the lowest two layers and adds a westerly wind only in the upper

layer. Based on (3), the increase in shear from zero between layers I and 2 to a positive

shear between layers 2 and 3 means the second derivative in Z is positive, and thus the

aq/ay is negative because the beta term is zero on the f-plane. Thus, two counter-

balancing effects are introduced: (i) horizontal advection of potential vorticity by the

symmetric vortex circulation of this negative aq/ay should lead to a southward and

eastward propagation (in the Northern Hemisphere); and (ii) vertical tilt of the

anticyclonic vortex aloft to the east by the westerly shear should lead to a northward

propagatior. as in Fig. A-12.

Shapiro (1992) found that the horizontal advection of potential vorticity gradient

dominated, as the motion of the vortex was southward a-d eastward at an average speed of

about 0.9 m s0. He showed that the cyclonic circulation now advected the low (high)

potential vorticity values in the middle layer southward (northward) on the west (east) side

of the cyclone, which is the opposite of the beta plane result in Fig. A-7b. With the

negative aq/ay, the anticyclonic (cyclonic) gyre formed on the west (east) side, so the flow

between the gyres was to the southeast, which resulted in the southeastward motion. The
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westerly shear did advect the upper-layer air to the cast and ftor•ed , ,a', enu:!K; ,

asymmetry (Fig. A-7d). This low po•tntial vorticitv ano•nalv i, alogous t) the .or, :e

patch in the Wu and Emanuel model (Fig. A-Il), which is expected to mne the low,-lecl

vortex toward the north (Fig. A- 13d). Htow, ever, the heat source and convechivc nlimni:ci.

transport in the Shapiro model maintained a nearly vertical vortex thaot ImoveCd

southeastward with the vortex in the middle layer. Shapiro concludes that the nworhl lbarC'

gradient of potential vorticity in the upper lave:r deflects the antiloNclene to the rnor!ii, •il.l

the Wu and Emanuel mechanism has litti, effect on the vortex notilon. Rathr., 1hC

southward gradient of potential vorticity in the middle layer is both necessar\, atrod \,UtiCT'lCf,

to explain the southeastward drift.

Shapiro (1992) also demonstrated the importance of the depth of the uplcpr outfiuo[

layer. When Shapiro reduced the thickness of this layer, the sOuth•astward speed iI th1C

negative aq/ay on an f-plane experiment was reduced from 0.9 m s'< To 0.3 m T!" i,,

decrease in propagation was nearly equal to the reduction in the potential vorticity gradient

associated with the larger middle layer depth. A stronger anticyclonic vorticitv occurred In

the shallower outflow layer, which should have produced a northward motion tendenc,.

However, the horizontal advection of the potential vorticity gradient by the cyclonic

circulation in the middle layer was an even more dominant effect.

Flatau et at. (1992) and Wang and Holland (1993) impose linear vertical wind shears

in their five-layer models. According to equation (3) above, this introduces a small

meridional gradienit of potential vorticity. For example, the westerly wind shear in Flatau

et al. introduces a meridional PV gradient of 0.51 x 10.6 km"1 even though J was set equal to

a constant. Because this value is more than an order of magnitude less than the PV

gradient (about 0.7 x 10-5 km t ) on a beta plane, the major effect is expected to he due to

the vertical shear rather than the horizontal advection of PV by the symmetric circulation.

The vortex trajectories on a f-plane with westerly and easterly shear in the Flatau et

at. (1992) model are shown in Fig. A- 14. The control case of a uniform easterly flow has a
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Fig. A-14 Vortex positions each 12 h in the Flatau et aL (1993) baroclinic model on an
f-plane for the uniform easterly wind control (circles), westerly shear (squares) and easterly
sheaw (triangles).
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Fig. A-15 Vortex positions each 12 h in the Wang and Holland (1993) model on an f-
plane with (H) and without (NH) diabatic heat source for the strong westerly shear case
indicated in the inset. Vo-tex B has a deeper anticyclonic layer aloft than Vortex A.
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very small meridional drift due to the small Newtonian friction in the lowest layer (Table

A-1). The differences in westward displacements between the westerly shear and the

easterly shear cases in Fig. A-14 are due to the differences in depth-averaged basic

currents, with a stronger easterly flow in the easterly shear case. Notice that meridional

deflections to the left of the imposed shear vector begin to develop after 24-36 h, which is

in the proper sense for the vertical tilt mechanism (Fig. A-12). The magnitudes are of the

order of 0.5 m s1. As described above, the westerly (easterly) shear induces a small

poleward (equatorward) PV gradient, which also would contribute to a slow poleward

(equatorward) drift after 24-36 h when the beta-type gyres would ha,,- developed.

Although the Flatau et aL demonstration is thus ambiguous, it does indicate that the

magnitudes are considerably smaller than implied by Wu and Emanuel (Fig. A-13).

Wang and Holland (1993) obtained a quite different response to the imposition of a

large westerly shear (Fig. A-15). The two vortices they tested moved westward with the

lower layer flow between 900-500 mb. The surprising result is that the meridional

deflection was to the right of the westerly shear vector, rather than to the left as in the Wu

and Emanuel and Flatau et aL models. Wang and Holland (1993) attribute the rightwarni

deflection of the low-level Vortex A, which was almost entirely cyclonic throughout the

layer, to a cyclone-cyclone tilt mechanism. A further rightward deflection relative to the

vertical shear vector was attributed to stretching, vertical advection and twisting terms

associated with the diabatic heat source. The smaller rightward deflection of the low-level

Vortex B, which had a deeper anticyclonic layer aloft, was attributed to a larger

contribution from the anticyclone-cyclone tilt mechanism. In the Vortex B case with a

diabatic heat source, the alternating dominance of the rightward deflection associated with

the tilt mechanism led to an oscillatory trajectory. It is again emphasized that the

meridional deflections in these cases are often small (- 100 km over 72 h).

f. Vertical shear effects on a beta plane

Given the Shapiro (1992) demonstration that the horizontal advection mechanism
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with only a small negative aq/ay induced by westerly shear dominated the vertical tilt

mechanism, it is not surprising that experiments of Shapiro, Flatau et aL. (1992) and Wang

and Holland (1993) with vertical shear on a beta plane are controlled by the beta effect. In

contrast to the Flatau et aL. f-plane deflections (Fig. A-14), the meridional displacements on

the beta plane are toward the north (Fig. A-16) as expected. Large differences in zonal

displacements are also noted, but these are associated with different lower-tropospheric

wind profiles in the westerly shear and easterly shear cases.

Flatau et al. suggest that the 100 km difference in meridional displacements (versus

about 300 km after 72 h in Fig. A-14) indizates the net motion is not just a superposition of

the shear effect and the beta effect. They argue that the upper-level anticyclone also

responds to the beta effect by moving to the south, and is not as far east as expected from

the westerly shear case on an f-plane. With the upper-level anticyclone (negative potential

vorticity anomaly) to the southeast (rather than to the east), the effect of the PV anomaly

across the lower-level vortex is from the southwest (Fig. A-17) rather than from the south.

This could account for the smaller meridional displacement for the westerly shear case in

Fig. A-16. However, only small directional differences in the horizontal potential vorticity

advection mechanism associated with the different vortex structures in the easterly and

westerly shear cases may also cause similar magnitudes of meridional displacements over

72 h.

Recall also that the Flatau et aL five-layer model has an outflow layer thickness of

about 200 mb, which may imply a larger role for the upper-layer potential vorticity anomaly

(Fig. A-17) than may exist in nature. Wang and Holland (1993) also found some smaller

differences in meridional displacements (not shown) when the vertical shear was added on
a beta plane rather than on an f-plane. Wang and Holland suggest that the difference is a

function of the vortex structure (depth of the anticyclonic layer), which influences both the

vertical tilt mechanism and the extent to which the anticyclonic potential vorticity anomaly

aloft is affected by the beta effect (as in Fig. A-17). Thus, the meridional propagation in a
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Fig. A-16 Vortex positions each 12 h for westerly shear (boxes) and easterly shear

(triangles) on a beta plane in the Flatau ef aL (1992) model.
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Fig. A-17 Wavenumber one contribution to the potential vorticity in the upper layer
of the five-layer Flatau et at (1992) model with westerly sh ear on a beta p lane. Notice that
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